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► Accent 
Eastern 
couples share 
their unusual 
stories of love 
before the 
Valentine's 
Day 
holiday/Bl 
The Eastern 
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► Sports 
Adam Basil is one 
of Seven deadly 
sluggers eager to 
start the baseball 
season Saturday 
against Furman 
University/B6 
.Uidont publication o' I   181 i/orsiiv since    (|. 
University working to fill vacant posts 
Searches held to find two deans, two vice presidents 
Bv DENA TACKETT 
News editor 
Eastern has its own version of 
musical chairs and right now, the 
musk is in fuU- swing. 
Eastern's version doesn't 
involve chairs though, it focuses 
on department deans and vice 
presidents. 
The university is engaged in 
four searches to find replace- 
ments for two vice presidents and 
two department deans. 
Russell Enzie, former vice 
president of academic affairs; Don 
Feltner, former vice president of 
university advancement; Kenneth 
Henson, dean of the college of 
education; and Truett Ricks, dean 
of the college of law enforcement, 
have all left positions to be filled. 
Ricks retired in December 
1997. Gary Cordner, professor of 
law enforcement, filled the posi- 
tion as acting dean after five can- 
didates were rejected. 
The candidates were rejected 
because none could fill the posi- 
tion when needed, which was July 
1997. None could accept the posi- 
tion until December, so the 
search was reopened. 
The second search, which 
began last fall with an ad in the 
Chronicle of Higher Education, is 
in its final stages. The committee 
in charge of finding the replace- 
ment narrowed the candidates 
down to three, said Rita Davis, 
acting vice president of academic 
affairs. 
Two of the candidates visited 
campus last week to meet with 
President Robert Kustra. 
The committee will send its 
recommendation to Kustra next 
week and he will pick the dean, 
Davis said. 
"We had just as many candi- 
dates as the last search," Davis 
said. In the last search, 23 candi- 
dates applied. 
"There aren't many people in 
law enforcement. Not like in some 
fields," Davis said. "Law enforce- 
ment is such a unique field, so 
there are fewer qualified people to 
choose from." 
Davis would not release the 
names of the candidates, but she 
said that Cordner was one of them. 
Enzie announced his retire- 
ment from the position of vice 
president of academic affairs sum- 
mer 1998 and stepped down last 
semester. Rita Davis, former asso- 
ciate vice president of academic 
"Ourgoal is to eliminate all bugs," 
Lamar Patterson, acting director of food services 
(Above) Dennis Wadded, left, a freshman, Eric FeWman, middle, a 
sophomore, and Kurtis Thomas, a freshman, eat at Quackers on the 
Photos by Brian Simms above, and Andrea Brown/Progress 
Pond Monday. (Below) Lamar Patterson, acting director of food serv- 
ices, speaks about the problems at Powell Cafeteria Tuesday. 
Eyes focused on campus eateries 
Meeting with health department 
allows Top Floor to stay open 
BY JAOUIA SMITH AND DANIEL REMHART 
An arsenal of paperwork has held back the roaches, at 
least for now. 
Powell Top Floor Cafeteria, which was threatened 
with being shut down last week due to a roach prob- 
lem, will stay open because they have filed the correct 
documents. 
Powell Top Floor filed the notice of conference 
Feb. 5 and will meet with health department officials 
at the health department office Feb. 23. 
The conference was called because of Powell's failure 
to comply with written notice to "correct violations 
regarding cockroach infestation," according to the 
health department. The request for a conference is 
also regarding Powell's permit to operate. 
See Top Floor/A8 
Food services representatives 
answer questions about facilities 
BY SHAWN HOPKINS 
Assistant news editor 
Tuesday night, food services finally got an opportuni- 
ty to answer its critics. 
In what was described as a Town Hall type forum, 
Lamar Patterson, acting food service director, and 
other food service managers answered questions 
about roaches, food quality, prices and other food- 
related questions. 
Approximately 30 students attended the forum plus 
Patterson and the managers of the campus cafeterias, 
which include Stephen Shattuck, manager of Powell 
Cafeteria. Andrelimo Cardoso, who manages Stratton, and 
Bonnie Smith-Jones, manager of Martin Dining Hall. 
The meeting started with a discussion of food services' 
See Forum/A8 
Todd Hall is 
home to crime 
BY DENA TACKETT 
News editor 
Todd Hall is known to most 
people on campus as one of the 
Central Towers. But, since last 
spring, it has also been known as 
the center for something else — 
violent crime. 
On Jan. 17, a female student 
reported being raped in her 
fourth floor room of Todd Hall. 
She accused Jeffrey Knoblauch, a 
freshman police administration 
major from Pickerington, Ohio, of 
the crime. 
Knoblauch was arrested Jan. 
21 and charged with 1st degree 
rape. Knoblauch, a resident of 
O'Donnell Hall, was allegedly 
waiting on the fourth floor when 
the student returned to her room 
around 3 a.m. Knoblauch, accord- 
ing to the case report, was not 
checked in at the front desk. 
Although Knoblauch's case is 
still pending, the fact that he was 
not a resident of Todd Hall and 
was walking around on a female 
floor at 3 a.m. would mean he was 
in violation of the open house 
rules. 
When a visitor is in a residence 
hall he or she must be accompa- 
See Todd/AA 
A VMMOTI 
Todd Hall he* seen its share 
of violent crimes In the last 
year Including robbery, assault 
and alleged rape. 
Bshanan and Robert VVHftsms 
tutor tr* room of Adero 
Connies and assauft Ms. 
tying him with telephone cord 
and putllng hferi In a ctoest 
They steal two bottles of 
cotogie, $8 and a diamond 
earring. Later, they are con- 
vtelsd of burgtary and robbery. 
Oet s, UN — Two males 
wearing ski masks aNegedry 
enter the room of Jonathan 
COK, force him and MaNnda 
Aloom to the pound and take 
their money. No one has yet 
been charged with the crime. 
Jam. 17, IBM — A female stu- 
dent says arts Is raped In her 
Todd HaN room. The 
accused. Jeffrey Knoblauch 
ts currently out of JaU on 
bond. His next court 
ance Is March 2. 
► Student Association 
First weekends 
to begin in March 
BY SHAWN HOPKINS 
Assistant news editor 
Eastern students who com- 
plain that there is nothing to do 
on the weekend might change 
their minds come March 5. 
At least that's the idea behind 
First Weekend, a plan that grew 
out of President Robert Kustra's 
desire to foster more of a campus 
community by encouraging stu- 
dents to stay on the weekends 
more often. The idea is to extend 
campus services and events on 
the weekend to make being here 
more attractive to students. 
Kathy Kustra, wife of President 
Kustra, who administers the pro- 
gram along with Eastern student 
Josh Bleidt, said the program is 
aimed at students who are usually 
here. 
One weekend a month, not 
necessarily the first, would be set 
aside for increased activities and 
extended services. 
The main purpose is to create 
more activities and things to do 
for the students who stay here on 
the weekend," Kathy Kustra said. 
That doesn't rule out enticing 
other students to break their suit- 
case college habits. 
"(In the future there is) a hope 
that this will encourage more stu- 
dents who do go home on the week- 
end to stay." Kathy Kustra said. 
The First Weekend approach is 
three-pronged, according to 
Kustra. 
It includes extending existing 
services such as computing and 
library hours, encouraging stu- 
dent associations such as Greek 
organizations and the  Black 
See FlrifA8 
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►Reminder 
Classes are canceled Monday 
due to Presidents'Day. 
► MWF week 
'Scare zone of surround sound* to drive birds off campus 
BY JAOUIA SMITH 
News writer 
"I got hit on the shoulder with 
bird poop." said Erica Ashley, a 
freshman occupational therapy 
major from Louisville. 
Ashley is not alone. 
Facilities services has been look- 
ing for a way to lessen the amount 
of bird droppings on campus. 
In its newest attempt, facilities 
services spent $5,000 to rid the 
campus of the birds. 
The system is called the "bird 
scare," said Jeff Cantrell, supervi- 
sor over pest controls. 
Four electronic bird repellers 
are located around campus. There 
is one giant bird wailer, which is 
an electronic deterrent with 94 
different sounds, four high-fre- 
quency speakers and two low-fre- 
quency speakers, plus four outlets 
for add-on speakers. 
The wailer cost $3,000 and is 
located on top of Keen Johnson 
Building. Also, there are four 
smaller wailers that cost $500 each. 
The Bird Gard ABC is similar 
to the wailer. but smaller. It also 
makes sounds, making it unlikely 
that the birds will be able to roost, 
Cantrell said. 
These smaller deterrents are 
located on the top of Walters and 
Combs halls, as well as the 
Coates and Moore buildings. 
The five machines cost a total 
of about $5,000, Cantrell said. 
Cantrell's plan is to move the 
birds off campus with the sound 
mechanisms to scare the birds. 
"What I am doing is creating a 
scare zone of surround sound," 
Cantrell said. 
The biggest problem was in 
the courtyard area, near the 
benches. Tons of birds go to that 
area before dusk and disperse 
droppings. 
So. Cantrell set up one of his 
electronic bird repellers and 
began to push the birds away 
from the campus. 
The birds causing the problems 
are called Starlings. Starlings tend 
to travel in flocks for various rea- 
sons, such as roosting. 
Every day at 4:30 p.m. the sounds 
are turned on. The machines are left 
on until roosting time is over at 735 
p.m., Cantrell said 
The noise is high in the air 
and when a bird frying toward the 
trees hears it, it frightens the bird 
and it turns away and goes some- 
where else. Cantrell said. 
"It is not possible to get totally 
rid of the Starlings." said Gary 
Ritchison, a specialist on birds in 
the biology department. 
Bird repellent 
Eastern is currently emptoyino. electronic bird repellers to deal with the problem 
many students have been facing while walking to class  The repellers use 
recorded distress signals and electronic noise to scare birds away. 
*ev 
The large Wailer pj 
Deterrent located 
on Keen Johnson 
cost about $3000. **** _ 
The remaining      causes, 
four Bird Guard     Fo* 
Super ABC Deterrents 
cost about $500 each. 
%*. 
Source   Facilities Services 
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BUGS BE GONE 
Brian Simms/Progress 
Krlstle Fanner, a junior Irom Louisville, dishes macaronni and cheese to Sophia Wright, a junior from Belize 
Monday in the Powell Cafeteria There is debate on campus about whether food services should be contracted out. 
Powell cafeteria should expell pests to better 
serve students who must eat on campus 
Powell's Top Floor Cafeteria has failed 
health inspections because live cock- 
roaches roam the kitchen. It has also 
failed its students. 
Eastern's students rely on the cafeteria 
to provide quality food at affordable 
prices. If the health department closes it 
down, those students will not be served. 
Many students do not have cars and 
must eat their meals in the facilities avail- 
able on campus. If Powell's cafeteria 
closed, the options and hours in which to 
find a meal are limited. 
These students cannot simply hop into 
their cars to find the closest fast food joint 
on the weekend — and that is what they 
would need to do if the cafeteria is closed. 
Cafeterias open on the weekends on 
campus are hard to come by, and with 
one's future teetering on the brink of 
being shut down, they will be even harder 
to come by. 
Students on the meal plan have paid to 
receive quality meals throughout the 
week. What will happen if Powell closes? 
Students should receive a refund for 
missed meals. Or another cafeteria on 
campus should extend its hours in order 
to pick up the customers Powell could not 
feed. 
Students may complain about the quali- 
ty of food provided by food services, but 
the fact is that it still needs to be provid- 
ed. 
Eating off campus is a luxury some stu- 
dents don't have, and therefore cafeterias 
need to remain open to serve them. 
If Powell cafeteria closed it would be an 
embarrassment for food services, but it 
would also be detrimental to students who 
have no other place to go. 
Powell is not serving its students by 
being lax in its upkeep of its facilities. 
Students need more from the universi- 
ty, but theyll settle for what's been prom- 
ised — a place where they can get a meal 
without leaving campus. 
The Eastern 
Dave Matthews concert 
step in the right direction 
Hats off to Center Board. After a long 
dry spell it is finally bringing a big 
act to town. 
On Feb. 17 Dave Matthews and Tim 
Reynolds will play in Brock Auditorium. 
But don't stop there. Keep it coming 
Center Board and bring some more worth- 
while entertainment to campus. 
That is the only way Eastern will be able 
to stop the hemorrhaging flow of students 
down 1-75 every weekend that leaves the 
campus lifeless. 
Brock will be packed when Matthews 
and Reynolds arrive thanks to an over- 
whelming student response. 
The 1,500 available tickets sold out in 
only a few days. 
The concert is during the week instead 
of on the weekend, which is when most stu- 
dents abandon campus. But the sellout is 
still evidence that if you book a good act 
students will buy. 
Having the concert in Brock instead of 
McBrayer means fewer tickets, but the bet- 
ter acoustics and the cooler temperatures 
in Brock will mean a better experience for 
students and staff who attend. 
Students should also take a more active 
role in campus activities. Don't just com- 
plain — get involved and demand the uni- 
versity bring in good performers, thought- 
provoking lecturers and plays. 
And when an act does come to town skip 
the traditional bar scene and support the 
effort 
The university needs to listen to student 
calls for more activities on campus over the 
weekend. 
So be silenced doomsayers who believe 
students will not stick around campus even 
if Center Board arranges for Jesus to open 
up His Second Coming tour in McBrayer 
Arena. 
'First Weekend' missing in action 
OeCamp is a 
journalism 
major from 
Richmond and 
copy editor of 
the Progress. 
Dave Matthews is coming to Eastern 
and all I've got to say is it's about 
time. I don't mean just for Dave, but 
for somebody, anybody, to grace our cam- 
pus with his presence. 
I've only been at Eastern since June, but 
so far I have been very disappointed with 
activities at Eastern and in Richmond. 
Every college town I have been to has had 
something for students to do. It's no wonder 
the campus is deserted on the weekends. 
I'd probably go home too, except my 
family lives in Richmond. 
This summer I had the opportunity to 
meet President Kustra in one of my classes. 
He talked about an exciting new idea he 
had to keep students on campus during the 
weekends. 
He proposed a First Weekend theme 
that would take place the first weekend of 
every month during the school year. 
The weekend would focus on several activ- 
ities designed to give students something to 
do during the weekend, such as guest speak- 
ers, concerts, plays and sporting events. 
Kustra said he hoped to start small, 
keeping students on campus one weekend 
a month. 
This could generate more interest for 
students and eventually keep students at 
Eastern every weekend. 
Recent talks about the weekend have 
focused more on keeping computer labs 
and other services open. I don't think these 
things will keep anyone on campus, and I 
► Campus Comments  
THE ISSUE 
The new leadership of Eastern's food services 
organized a town hall style forum this past Tuesday 
to answer students' questions and comment on 
recent changes. 
thought a main factor of the idea was cultur- 
al stimulation. A computer doesn't cut it 
I understand that you pay for what you 
get, and tuition and fees are very low at 
Eastern. Maybe the university doesn't 
have enough money to bring speakers and 
plan events on a large scale. 
Still, with the amount of students 
Eastern has, one would think the university 
or the city of Richmond would have more 
to offer its students. 
Yes, I moved here from a place where 
things move at a quicker pace, near a large 
metropolitan city, so I am used to having 
more resources close to home. 
But I also went to school at the 
University of Nebraska, where most people 
think we walk to classes through corn- 
fields. And yes, they had more culture and 
more diversity. 
So for one day this semester, students 
will have something to do. Something to 
remind them that yes, they are on a college 
campus and there is more to do than go 
downtown. 
I hope that all students are aware of the 
importance of this event. It doesn't matter 
if you like Dave Matthews or not, this is 
our time as students to show the university 
we want more. More things to do, more 
things to see and more things to hear. 
I hope that as students we show the uni- 
versity there are things we want and are 
willing to pay for, so that in 20 years we can 
remember doing something at Eastern. 
They also discussed the possibility that food 
services could be contracted out. 
The Progress asked students if they were satis- 
fied with Eastern's food services. 
Powell County 
Major 
Philosophy 
r: Junior 
It's too 
expensive. 
They don't 
offer 
enough 
healthy    . 
choices. 
I'm a vege- 
tarian. 
Louisville 
f y « ^ 
Biology/ 
Chemistry 
Senior 
I am satis- 
fied because 
I'm not a 
picky eater. 
The quality 
isn't par- 
ticularly 
great, but 
if s edible. 
/      f 
Lexington 
Major: 
Computer science 
Yaar: Freshman 
They have 
good food 
and my 
parents 
pay for it 
— I don't 
have to pay 
for it 
• 
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E-mail essential for modern communication 
LISA MOORE 
Technology 
Moore is coor- 
dinator of 
ResNet and a 
graduate stu- 
dent at 
Eastern. 
Email is one of the most basic 
and widely used forms of com- 
munication in today's world. It 
is a good idea that we understand the 
basics and how to use them. This 
week I'll address some of the basics 
and during the next few weeks I'll 
talk about more advanced features. 
An e-mail address looks like this: 
<resnet@acs.eku.edu>. 
The resnet part of the e-mail is the 
name of who is actually receiving the 
e-mail. The acs.eku.edu is the host- 
name or the machine where the e- 
mail is going. In the example, the 
hostname is the VAX machine at 
Eastern. 
Whenever you have an e-mail 
address you have some type of pro- 
gram that you use in order to read it 
You may use a VAX terminal on cam- 
pus or in your room, you may use a 
mail client via Netscape or Internet 
Explorer or you may use an e-mail 
program such as Eudora. 
Whichever method you use, it is 
primarily the same for all of them. 
You logon to the mail server, which I, 
in the example the VAX. You give 
your password and you see your e- 
mail messages. You can read them, 
delete them, keep them, reply to 
them, forward them, etc. 
The first thing you should know 
about e-mail is that there are three e- 
mail protocols (technical rules) used. 
There is POP (Post Office Protocol). 
SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer 
Protocol) and IMAP (Internet 
Message Access Protocol). 
You use the SMTP protocol to 
send messages and the POP and 
IMAP protocols to retrieve messages. 
For example, if you have a VAX 
account at Eastern and are sending 
an e-mail to another person on cam- 
pus with a VAX account this is the 
way it works. 
You send the message using 
SMTP to the VAX It stays on the VAX 
until the other person retrieves their 
messages using the POP protocol. 
Some people use IMAP instead of 
using POP protocol to retrieve their 
messages. 
This is the main difference 
between the two. When you use POP 
protocol to retrieve the messages, 
they are moved from the mail server 
to your machine where you have the 
only copy. If you use IMAP instead, 
the messages are kept on the mail 
server instead of moving to your 
machine. 
What this means is that you can 
check your e-mail from various loca- 
tions and the messages are never 
removed from the mail server, so you 
can see them anywhere you check 
your e-mail. 
The IMAP protocol is OK for 
organizations that are smaller and 
run a mail server, but it can be a lot 
more tricky for an ISP (Internet 
Service Provider) when customers 
use this protocol because their mail 
server can fill up quickly. 
These various protocols are used 
by mail client programs to communi- 
cate, but there is another way to 
retrieve e-mail by using a Web-based 
mail service, such as Rocketmail 
<www.rocketmail.com> or Iname 
<www.iname.com>. 
A web-based mail service is where 
you have an e-mail account you log 
onto from the Internet and read your 
messages in this fashion. So, if you're 
at Eastern or back home in New 
York, you can read your e-mail as 
long as you have the Internet 
There are various parts of an e- 
mail message. The following are the 
most basic 
Header 
a. To: 
This is simply the complete e-mail 
address of the person who is going to 
receive this e-mail message. 
b.CC 
This means Carbon Copy. If you 
put an e-mail address after this, then 
that person will also get a copy of the 
message. Everyone can see this per- 
son's e-mail address and will know 
they are also receiving the message. 
c.BCC 
This means Blind Carbon Copy. If 
you put an e-mail address after this, 
then this person will also get a copy 
of the message, but no one will know. 
Their e-mail is hidden from all others 
who receive the message. 
d. Date 
Usually this is automatically filled 
in for you. It will give the date and 
time that the message has been sent 
e. Subject 
This is a very important part of the 
message header and shouldn't be dis- 
regarded. This should be a short 
summary of the message. It is impor- 
tant because if the person you're 
sending the message to receives 
many e-mails each day, then he will 
use this subject line to help him 
decide which e-mail is the most 
important to be read and when. 
When you receive an e-mail you 
typically only see the sender's infor- 
mation, the date and the subject line. 
The Body 
The body of the message is also 
important. It is what you're saying to 
whomever you're sending the mes- 
sage. You should keep it as simple as 
possible and there are etiquette rules 
to remember when sending a mes- 
sage. I'll cover more about the body 
next week. 
Attachments 
You can attach things to your e- 
mail messages. Attachments can be 
any file from your computer, such as 
an image or text file or letter from 
WordPerfect just to name a few. 
Keep these things in mind when 
sending/receiving attachments to e- 
mails. 
If you're sending an attachment, 
for example an Excel spreadsheet, 
does the person you're sending the 
attachment to have Excel on their 
machine, or a spreadsheet program 
that will read the Excel version? If 
not, you may need to send another 
format. It's always good to query the 
person you're mailing before you 
send, if you don't know. 
If you receive an attachment on an 
e-mail you should first look and see if 
you know the sender before'you open 
it. If you don't. I would suggest not 
opening it. There is currently a 
Trojan horse, not an actual virus, 
called picture.exe that is transmitted 
as an attachment to e-mails. 
Signatures 
The last part of an e-mail message 
is the signature. Typical signatures 
give the following information: 
sender's name, address, phone num- 
ber and web address, if appropriate. 
Many signatures also give quotes or 
words of wisdom being shared by the 
sender. Keep in mind that signatures 
should be kept short and that every- 
one who receives your e-mail will 
Roughing Up Students    Logging helps Kentucky economy 
sends wrong 
ALYSSABRAMLAGE 
Seven and One 
Alyssa 
Bramlage is a 
senior journal- 
ism major 
from Ft. Wright 
and editor of 
the Progress. 
Portrayals of Catholic schools are 
usually not favorable — sisters 
with rulers, priests making boys 
kneel on broomsticks with their hands 
underneath. 
But when I was in Catholic school, 
the nuns didn't have their rulers like 
they did in my parents' day. 
They were loving and encouraging 
women who would discipline their stu- 
dents through extra homework or 
through skipping recess for the day. 
Students in South Korea would prob- 
ably appreciate those means of disci- 
pline rather than what they receive 
now. 
In Friday's Lexington Herald-Leader, 
teachers in South Korea's public 
schools go to more drastic measures to 
discipline children. 
One teacher threw a book at a stu- 
dent, almost blinding her in one eye. 
The student's mother filed charges, 
but students and other parents rallied 
in support of the teacher. 
It is accepted that teachers use any 
means necessary to teach children dis- 
cipline. 
Any means except understanding 
and patience. 
Teachers use belts, shoes, broom- 
sticks and other objects to keep chil- 
dren from doing such horrendous 
things, like talking while the teacher is 
passing out homework. 
One teacher even dragged a high 
school student to a graveyard, flogged 
him and then buried him up to his chin. 
Corporal punishment is allowed in 
South Korean schools if it is "inevitable 
for educational purposes," the Herald- 
Leader reported. 
I don't think I'm alone when I say 
I'm glad corporal punishment is not 
legal in American schools. 
message 
One South Korean teen-ager was so 
disturbed by her treatment in school she 
drank pesticide and killed herself. 
Her teacher hit 
her in the head with     g%w%m 
a rolled-up newspa       wfl0 
per
^..-    ..K        teacher That is not the 
kind of treatment even 
that aids learning. dratft*«H a Children, and peo- eraggea 8 
Rle in Keneral, usual- high 
j learn better if the i»«w*l 
teacher has patience 8ClHM>l 
instead of anger, student 
kindness instead of »*"«»"* 
hatred, and under- to 8 
standing^nsteadofa ^.^^ 
I admit it takes a     florfrfed 
special kind of per- ** 
son to put up with      him and 
some of the things *h«n 
teachers deal with Mien 
on a daily basis. buried him 
But then that 
should be part of the   lip IO Ills 
training when teach-    chin 
ing a teacher how to    *»,,m' 
teach. 
People skills are 
important when you deal with people all 
day. 
I wish everyone who has any role in 
education at any level would work on 
people skills and learn what type of 
instruction certain people need. 
Some students may thrive on being 
yelled at or pushed a little too hard, but 
others need encouragement and posi- 
tive reinforcement to reach their poten- 
tial. 
I know we don't believe in beating stu- 
dents into submission here in the United 
States, but we still need to be aware of the 
effect teachers have on students of all ages. 
JOHNATOANCGft' 
Your Turn 
Gay is a senior 
political 
science major 
from McCreary 
County. 
As someone who grew up in eastern 
Kentucky, I am seriously concerned 
about its economic stability. Perhaps 
no problem plagues us quite so badly as 
the lack of good jobs. 
I have been involved in politics for a 
couple of years now and have seen that 
some of our outstanding leaders share my 
concern. One is McCreary County Judge- 
Executive Jimmy Greene. 
When I picked up a recent edition of 
The Eastern Progress, which contained an 
article from my friend Aaron Phillips criti- 
cizing Judge Greene, I was quite dismayed. 
Although I do not relish placing myself in 
the role of disagreeing with a fellow hillbil- 
ly, I feel that I must do so. 
I disagree vehemently with the idea that 
logging should be stopped in McCreary 
County. Logging is one of the few indus- 
tries still left to the people of eastern 
Kentucky. In McCreary County, 40 percent 
of the families fall below the poverty line, 
according to census data. 
While logging in itself will not cure eco- 
nomic ills of the region, it does add up. The 
idea of tourism as a substitute is noble, but 
it has not yet panned out 
Although many people would love to 
turn our region into a grand nature park 
where everyone can come and bike and 
hike, this will not put food on our tables. 
I can think of two cliches for those who 
think it will: "Show me the money!" and 
"It's the economy, stupid!" 
Hemp hasn't proven itself to be a viable 
alternative either, although its companion 
crop has put many a shiny new truck in 
front of the trailer. 
Until these alternatives prove to be eco- 
nomically prosperous (and I doubt that they 
will), we are stuck with three choices — 
move, starve or use our natural resources. 
Judge Jimmy Greene understands this. His 
hard work has paid off for McCreary County 
in the form of a new federal corrections insti- 
tute. He deserves praise, not scorn. As for the 
idea of purchasing private property to build a 
prison, I am sure that will please some hard- 
working landowner and I am all for that 
► Letters 
Unwelcome roommates 
To whom it may concern: 
When I first came here two 
years ago, there were no roaches 
actually seen in Keene Hall. 
Now all of the residents notice 
the little disgusting creatures liv- 
ing among us. 
We pay to live in a dorm that is 
not really worth what we are pay- 
ing for it Some people are taking 
matters into their own hands. 
The ninth floor already put 
powder around the edges of the 
floor, and the fifth floor put "roach 
motels" in some of the rooms and 
in every corner of the bathroom. 
It is getting way out of hand. I 
always said Keene Hall was the 
nicest dorm, and I would rather 
not say otherwise. 
I am wondering what housing 
is planning to do about this. 
Would they like the students to 
take actions into their own hands? 
They don't have to live in a roach- 
infested hall. 
Now I see why it is worth pay- 
ing just a little bit more for an 
apartment. 
I think going along with the 
recent article, the Progress 
should go all out about the roach- 
es. 
Make the "heads" of Eastern 
embarrassed when they read this 
newspaper talking about all the 
roach problems around campus. 
Maybe they will actually get 
something done if they continual- 
ly read about roaches living on 
campus for free. 
Eric Feldman 
Resident on the fifth floor Keene HaD 
UWR benefits students 
As chair of the University 
Writing Requirement Advisory 
Committee, I would like to 
respond to two pieces about the 
UWR that recently appeared in 
the Progress. 
The first article, which 
appeared Jan. 21, worked well to 
remind the university community 
of basic information about the 
UWR In fact the no-show rate for 
the administration of the exam fol- 
lowing that article dropped about 
four percentage points. 
A few points in the article, 
however, may have been mislead- 
ing and should be clarified. First, 
students who do not show up to 
take the exam after they have reg- 
istered for it do not "fail" the 
exam. They simply do not receive 
credit and have not met their 
requirement The longer students 
take to successfully complete 
their UWR requirement, the more 
likely they are to be limited in the 
hours for which they can register. 
Secondly, the readers of the 
exam papers do not determine 
the pass/fail cutoff score. The 
UWR Advisory committee does 
that 
Additionally, the article identi- 
fied Ron Wolfe as chair of the 
UWR committee. Wolfe is chief 
reader of the UWR exams and 
serves on the advisory commit- 
tee, but he does not chair it 
The second Progress piece on 
the UWR, an editorial appearing 
Jan. 28, stated that instead of test- 
ing the writing abilities of stu- 
dents, the university should raise 
its "acceptance standards." 
Eastern Kentucky University has 
identified itself as a school of 
opportunity and as such does 
admit students who initially may 
lack writing skills necessary for 
success in college. Eastern offers 
opportunities for such students to 
make up these deficiencies. The 
UWR taken after the completion 
of 60 hours is the university's 
opportunity to see if such 
progress has occurred. 
The UWR stops students who 
have not acquired the necessary 
writing skills and alerts them of 
their need for further study 
and/or practice. 
A basic quality of the educated 
person is the ability to communi- 
cate with others, particularly in 
writing. As long as Eastern keeps 
its open-door policy, some check 
of students' ability to write effec- 
tively will be needed. 
The UWR is intended to 
encourage students to practice 
effective writing in all their class- 
es and to encourage faculty in all 
disciplines to support the use of 
writing as a learning tool. 
The Progress editorial stated 
that the university should 
"increase the emphasis on writ- 
ing" in general education classes. 
Increased emphasis on writing 
would help students realize the 
value of writing and the additional 
practice should improve their 
skills. However, without further 
evidence of change in student 
abilities, it would not necessarily 
eliminate the need for the UWR 
I believe most students, when 
they complete their University 
Writing Requirement feel an 
increased confidence in their abil- 
ities and are pleased that potential 
employers know their writing 
skills are being monitored. 
Bonnie Plummer 
Chair, University Writing 
Requirement Advisory 
Committee 
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OCEANFRONT TAN-IN 
ROMANCEdieat VVA Valentine A Special 
Split a package with your 
sweetheart or friend! 
10 visits 
S30 
WITH 
A TAN!!! 
y 
NEW LAMPS 
IN ALL BEDS 
TWELVE 30-MINUTE 
WOLFF BEDS 
ONE 15 MIN. HEX UNIT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
WITH EXTENDED HOURS 
NEW BODY & BATH 
PRODUCTS FOR EVERY- 
BODY 
GIFT CERTIFICATES 
Expires 2/15/99 
Limit one per person 
MUST present this ad! 
519 Leighway Drive 
623-8993 | 
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► Briefs  
compiled by Dena Tackett 
Debate focuses on 
God and The Bible 
The department of philosophy 
and religion will sponsor an 
Oxford-style debate entitled "In 
what sense was The Bible 
inspired by God?" at 7:30 p.m. 
Feb. 18 in the Adams Room of 
Wallace Building. 
The debate is free to the pub- 
lic. 
Patrick Nnoromele, associate 
professor of philosophy and reli- 
gion, will argue that "God directly 
inspired all the words of The 
Bible." 
Bond Harris, professor of phi- 
losophy and religion, will take the 
position "Maybe, maybe not," and 
Robert Stebbins, retired profes- 
sor of history, will argue that 
"Nothing in The Bible was 
inspired by God." 
Tickets go on sale 
for The Birds' 
Tickets for The Birds" will be 
on sale from noon to 4 p.m. Feb. 
16 through Feb. 26 at the Gifford 
Theatre box office. Student and 
senior citizen tickets are $4 and 
adults are $5. The Birds" will run 
at 8 p.m. Feb. 24-27. 
Love Grams for sale 
The Central Towers Area 
Council will sell love grams from 
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. today for the 
Valentine's Dance on Feb. 12 in 
Keen Johnson Ballroom. 
► Police Beat 
Moberlys welcome 
new edition 
Harry Moberly Jr., director of 
judicial affairs and disabled servic- 
es, and wife, Kerrie, manager of 
the division of special programs, 
had a baby Monday. Harry Robert 
weighed 8 pounds and 8 ounces 
and was 21 3/4 inches long. 
Rolling Stone, milk 
offer internship 
Rolling Stone magazine and 
The Milk Mustache Campaign 
are offering four internships at 
Rolling Stone to winners of an 
event to increase milk consump- 
tion on college campuses. 
Students must attempt to increase 
milk consumption through an 
event, ad campaign or any cre- 
ative promotional idea that shows 
their marketing skills. 
To receive a Milk/ Rolling 
Stone Internship Contest kit, call 
toll free at 1-877-4RS-MILK or 
write to The Milk/ Rolling Stone 
Internship Contest at 625 N. 
Michigan Ave., 25th Floor 
Chicago, II 60611. 
$5,000 UDALL 
Scholarships available 
Scholarships worth $5,000 are 
available for students interested in 
careers in environmental public 
policy and for Native American 
students interested in health 
careers or tribal public policy. For 
more information, call 622-1538 or 
e-mail <bioelliott@acs.eku.edu>. 
• ■■ • 
Large group 
attends forum 
About a hundred students 
and faculty showed up to 
debate the pros and cons of 
the Banner system and its 
effects on^he flip Friday 
schedule Wednesday in 
Brock Auditorium. 
The change in scheduling 
will affect labs, practice times 
and classes. Students with 
concerns included members 
of the volleyball team. 
"We came to the decision 
(to eliminate flip Fridays) by 
default," said Vance 
Wisenbaker, dean of social 
and behavioral sciences. 
There were no choices." 
Karen Janssen recom- 
mended faculty members 
meet with department chairs 
to discuss concerns. 
If faculty have comments, 
Janssen urged them to e-mail 
her at <sedjanss@acs.eku.edu>. 
She also said for students to e- 
mail Student Association 
President Adam Back with 
their concerns. 
His e-mail address is 
<stuback@acs.eku.edu>. 
The Banner system is the 
new year 2000 compliant soft- 
ware program Eastern pur- 
chased to handle student 
records and schedules. 
The program does not com- 
ply with the flip Friday sched- 
ule, Eastern will most likely 
eliminate its existing schedule. 
These reports have been filed 
with the Eastern's division of 
public safety. 
Feb. 7 
Heather Murray, 21, Richmond, 
was arrested and charged with 
alcohol intoxication after being 
found unconscious with her foot 
honking the horn in her car near 
Brockton. 
Feb. 6 
Julie Newton, McGregor, report- 
ed the driver side mirror had 
been broken on her car while it 
was parked in Martin Lot 
Mary Maggard, Telford Hall, 
reported her license plate had 
been stolen. 
Feb. 5 
David Glovak, Wallace Building, 
reported his Raiders jacket had 
been    stolen    from    Wallace 
Building. 
Terry W. Lewis, 24, Manchester, 
was arrested and charged with 
disregarding a stop sign and his 
third offense of driving under the 
influence. 
William Ferrell, Brewer 
Building, reported a window had 
been broken in Coates Building. 
This building had previously been 
used by all Greek fraternities and 
sororities on that day. 
Eve R. Gortney, 19. Paint Lick, 
was arrested and charged with 
alcohol intoxication, drinking 
alcoholic beverages in public and 
possession of alcohol by a minor. 
Feb. 4 
David Fields. Wallace Building, 
reported a fire at Wallace 
Building. 
The source of the problem was 
found to be a burnt air handler 
motor on the roof. Smoke detec- 
tors on the first and second floors 
failed to activate, even though the 
smoke was thick and two-feet 
from the the ceiling on these 
floors. 
Edd    W.     Holderman.   19, 
Richmond, was arrested and 
charged with possession of drug 
paraphernalia and possession of 
alcohol by a minor, reckless driv- 
ing, driving under the influence, 
possession of a fictitious opera- 
tor's license and possession of 
marijuana 
Brian   C.   Driacoll, 20. Ft. 
Mitchell, was arrested and 
charged with alcohol intoxication. 
Tim Allen Woolf, 19, Florence, 
was arrested and charged with 
alcohol intoxication. 
Feb. 3 
Doug Adams, Alumni Coliseum, 
reported items including a CD 
player had been stolen from a car 
parked in the southeast section of 
Commonwealth Lot. 
William Schneider, Palmer Hall, 
reported several pieces of stereo 
equipment and CDs had been 
stolen from his vehicle while it 
was parked in Commonwealth 
Lot. 
Jamie Hill, Martin Hall, reported 
her car had been broken into in 
Mattox Lot and her radar detec- 
tor had been stolen. 
Pauletta Perkins, Keith 
Building, reported someone had 
compiled by Shawn Hopkins 
stolen a set of maps from 
University Building. 
Feb. 2 
Brooke Dunal, Keene Hall, 
reported a window had been bro- 
ken on a car parked in Keene Hall 
Lot. The car's radio and a set of 
headphones were stolen. 
Timothy J. Short, 21, Berea. 
was arrested and charged with 
drinking alcoholic beverages in 
public and carrying a concealed 
deadly weapon, steel knuckles. 
Short also had in his possession a 
dagger and a handgun. 
Jan. 31 
A woman reported she had been 
assaulted (grabbed) by an 
unknown man while walking in 
Fountain Food Court. 
Jan. 30 
John A. Weaver IV, 20. Corbin, 
was arrested and charged with 
alcohol intoxication and disorder- 
ly conduct after being found 
unconscious on the sidewalk of 
University Street. 
He was charged with disorder- 
ly conduct after becoming verbal- 
ly abusive toward the police offi- 
cers present. 
Renee Welch, Richmond, report- 
ed a car fire in Alumni Coliseum 
Lot. Witness Biu Hash and the 
Richmond fire department extin- 
guished the flames. 
Jan. 29 
Jeffrey     L.     Sexton.    20, 
Monticello, was charged with 
possession of alcohol by a 
minor after being seen trying to 
sneak beer into Commonwealth 
Hall. 
Tuesday, February 16 
Alumni Coliseum 
6:30 pm 
lonels 
versus 
8:45 pm 
versus 
Southeast Missouri 
► Progress Classifieds 
HELPWAMm.. 
Lifeguards needed In North Myrtle 
Baach for 1999 season. Will train. 
Housing provided I needed. For infor- 
mation or an appfcatem cal (843) 272 
3259. 
FREE RADIO* $12501 Fundraiser 
open to student groups A organiza- 
tions. Earn $345 par VisaMC app. We 
supply al materials at no cost Can lor 
into or visit our website. Quaiiied caters 
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box. Cal 
1-800-932-0528 ext 66 
wwwocmooncepts.com 
HeTa on the River: Needs hard work- 
ing, team oriented people to ■ the tal- 
lowing positions: Server, Cook. Bar- 
tender and Kkhen Prep. Apply in per- 
son Monday thru Friday. 1225 Athens 
Booneeboro Rd. (606)627-6620 
Immediate openings in Lexington 
and surrounding areas. Government 
contracts full ♦ part time. Flexible 
schedules. Call Jennifer or Tonya at 
256-3522 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT • 
Workers earn up to $2.000+/month 
(w«ps & benefits) Work) Travail Land- 
lour tabs up to $5,0OO$7,000Aummer. 
Ask us howl 517-336-4235 Ext. 
C55341 
TYPNGVDATA ENTRY 
$6-$10 per hour depending on typing 
speed and accuracy. Minimum speed 
45 wpm. Job description: Entering stu- 
dent names and addresses from nomi- 
nation forms submitted by teachers, 
counselors and** professors. Part-time 
or full-time mornings, afternoons, 
evenings, weekdays and/or weekends. 
Rexbte schedules, work up to 40 hours 
per week. Create your own schedule 
according to your availabitty. Apply in 
person at 2570 Palumbo Dr., Lexing- 
ton. Monday through Friday 830 am. 
to 430 pm 
REGISTRATION STAFF 
18-ta per hour. Job description: To reg- 
ister students in trie Academy by pro- 
cessing their nominations and appika 
tons. Mornings, afternoons, evenings, 
weekdays and/or weekends. Flexble 
schedule. Work up to 40 hours per 
week. Create your own schedule 
according to your availabtfty Apply in 
person at 2570 Palumbo Dr., Lexing- 
ton. Monday through Friday 830 am. 
to 430 pm. 
PROOFREAnNQ 
$648 per hour. Each person is paid 
according to an incentive program. Job 
description: Compare nomination forms 
from teachers and p.ofessors to a com- 
puter terminal lor accuracy of spaaing 
and correct address Part-time or fut- 
bme, mornings, afternoons, evenings, 
weekdays andtor weekends. Flexble 
schedules. Work up to 40 hours par 
week. Create your own schedule 
according to your availably Prefer 2 
years of college. Apply in person at 
2570 Palumbo Dr., Lexington. Monday 
through Friday 830 am. to 530 pm. 
Now Mrtag darks. Part-time shit and 
second shit avaiabto. Apply in person. 
Dairy Mart on Second Street 
EARN $1200 aa you train! NYSE 
ntornatonal commoneaticins company 
seeking independent representatives. 
Part-time with future serious income 
potential. Call 1-800-783-816, 1491 
PM 
Greet Opporturtty $a80/hr! Lexmark 
totematonal. Inc. has immediate open 
nos on week-end shift. Fri. 430 p.m. - 
4:00 am., Sat 430 pm. - 4O0 am.. 
Sun. 230 pm - 2:00 am. Other shits 
aao avateble. lb apply cat (606)232- 
5000, TDD (606)232-2001 from 830 
am. i 4 00 pm. Monday trough Fri- 
day. Lexmark a an Equal Opportunity 
Employer 
O'Cherteya now hHng kitchen heto 
Apply in person Monday - Friday 2 pm. 
to 4 p.m. Cal 624-8868, ask for Cas. 
A+ Personality $3,0O0/monthly 
potential! International Marketing 
Company seeks outgoing people to 
lead expansion in Lexington and sur- 
rounding area 1-800-542-9104 
TRAVEL.. 
SPRNG BREAK Panama City, Day- 
tona, South Beach, Florida, South 
Padre Island, TX. Best oceanfront 
hotels and condos. Lowest prices guar- 
anteed! BREAKER'S TRAVEL 
(800)985-6789 
SPRMG BREAK W Student Travel 
Services s America's #1 Student Tour 
Operator. Donl book with anyone else 
until you tak to us1!! Panama City from 
$119, Daytona Beach from $139, 
South Beach from $119. Student Travel 
Services 1 -800648 4849 
www.ststravel.com 
SPRMOBREAK BEACHES Daytona, 
Panama City, Padre. Mtami, Cancun, 
Jamaica. Bahamas, etc Al the poputar 
hot spots. Best hotels, prices, parties. 
Browse www.icpt.com Reps earn 
cash, free tips. Cal War-Campus 800- 
327-6013 
Spring Break Bahamas Party 
Crulee! 5 Days $279! Includes Meals 
& Free Patties! Awesome Beaches, 
Njgrafe! Departs from Ftonda! Cancun 
& Jamaica $399! 
spriigbreaktravelcom 1 -800678-6386 
Spring Break Panama City $1291 
Boardwalk Room w/KMchen next to 
dubs! 7 Parties-Free Drinks! Daytona 
$1491 South Beach $1291 Cocoa 
Beach $1491 
sprir^eeidravetcom 1 -800*78-6386 
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY 
BEACH! -SUMMIT Luxury Condos 
next to Spinnaker Club. Owner Dis- 
count Rates (404) 355-9637. 
PORKEKT... 
One, two and three bedroom apart- 
ments and town houses. Cal Hager 
Rental at 623*482. 
BIRTHDAYS.. 
Happy Birthday Andrew Patterson! 
We hope you have a good one. tour 
friends at The Eastern Progress. 
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS 
FOR GED HOLDERSI 
Cash in your accomplishment. 
The Kentucky National Guard 
appreciates the hard work and 
determination you have dem- 
onstrated. We cari give you one 
of the best part-time )obs in the 
country. 
Call Today 
606-624-5572 
Or 1-800-GO GUARD 
1800yogu»rd.cotn 
J    CAMP 
TEKAJO 
tor boys, on Long Lake. Naples, 
Maine. Noted for picturesque 
location, exceptional facilities, and 
outstanding programs. June 22 - 
August 22. Over 100 counselor 
positions in tennis, baseball, 
basketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, 
roller hockey, swimming, sailing, 
canoeing, waterskiing, scuba, 
archery, riflery, weight training, 
journalism, photography, video, 
woodworking, ceramics, crafts, 
fine arts, nature study, radio & 
electronics, dramatics, piano 
accompanist, music 
instrumentalist/band director, 
backpacking, rockclimbing. rope 
course instructor, general 
(w/ youngest boys), secretarial, 
nursing, kitchen staff. Call Mike 
Sherbun at 800-250-8252 or 
email, camptakajoeaol.com. 
(   Wll's 
In the Blue Ridge Mountain! of 
NORTH     CAROLINA 
Seeking STAFF with deep 
commitment to CHRIST. 
Cooks. Rock Climbing. Horsmback 
Mountain Diking. Tmnnls. Hiding. 
\p/hlt* Water Canoeing. 
Swimming. Field Sports. Arts. 
Backpacking. A\012£. 
2500 Morgan Mill Rd, 
Brevard NC 28712 • 828-884- 
6834 kahdalea@cltcom.net 
Be the first to come down to 
/irst gear and answer the 
question correctly. 
Located on the corner oi First and Main 
What was Elvis's 
last #1 hit? 
Last week's answer Les Paul 
Last week's winner Martin Mc New 
(One win per customer, per semester.) 
olio Pizza 
Fast Free Delivery 
Hot Subs and Steak Hoaqies 
Pizza Sub... pepperoni, ham, mushrooms, onions, cheese 
& Sauce 
Sausage Sub... mikj Italian sausage, cheese 
and 2 vegetable toppings 
Meatball Sub... sauce & mozzarella cheese 
Ham & Cheese... ham, mozzarella cheese, sauce 
and 2 vegetable toppings 
A-1 Steak Hoagie... steak, mozzarella cheese, onions, 
mushrooms & steak sauce 
Western Hoagie... steak, mozzarella cheese, onions, 
green peppers, 4 Bar-B-Q 
Italian Steak Hoagie... steak pizza sauce, mozzarella 
cheese, onions & mushrooms 
Bacon Cheddar Steak Hoagie... steak, bacon, 
cheddar cheese, onions 
Welcome Back! 
Call 
623-0330 
Dine-In Special 
Sides 
Garden & Chef salads 
Baked Spaghetti, Garlic breadsticks, Cheddar Fries, 
Mozzarella Stix, Jalapeno Poppers, Deep Fried 
Mushrooms, BQ Wings, Hot & Spicy Wings and Italian 
Wings, Cheese Bread, Frrto Lay Chips 
Beverages 
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, 7Up, 
Rootbeer, Milkshakes & Anheiser Busch Beers 
Toppings 
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Onions, Ham, Pineapple, 
Bacon, Italian Sausage, Green Peppers, Jalapeno 
Peppers, Hot Banana Peppers, Ground Beef, Black 
and Green Olives 
(606)622-2122 or iXIMl|2<.2-~4»>* im k\ ) 
\\\\u.;ithk-IUN.ikiiA'(lii 
I _ExpJres 2/28/99 
AE2LLO 
PTzTA 
$10.80 
Lg BQ Chicken Pizza 
A Blend of Cheddar a 
Mozzerella Cheese, Onions, 
Green Pepper, Chicken * 
BQ Sauce. 
"Price includes State Sales Tax 
.Expires 2/28/99 
Large 14" 
Thin Crust Pizza 
Special 
$8.60 
Large One topping Pizza 
'Price includes Stale Sales Tai 
Pizza Sub Special 
$6.25 
Pizza Sub; Garlic Stix 
A 32 oz Soft Drink 
■Price includes Stale Sales Tax 
,_ExDires 2/28/99 
/•POLIO 
PTzTA 
Expires 2/28/99 
Party Pizza Special 
$15.25 
20" Party Pizza 
with 2 toppings Cut in 
about 30 squares 
•Price includes State Sales Tax 
Hoagie Special 
$6.95 
Steak & Hoagie & 
Cheddar Fries 
'Price includes State Sales Tax 
.-Xp-e^>£28/-?_ 
Sub & Salad 
$5.95 
i 
i_ Expires 2/28/99 
I 
Your choice of 
a Pizza Sub; Sausage Sub;a 
Ham & Cheese or a 
Meatball Sub 
'Price includes Stale Sales Tax 
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Plus factor 
New program helps students, aims to increase retention rates 
BYMOWRROT  
Staff writer 
When Becca Houghtaling was 
approached to help out with a new 
program set up by Academic 
Services, she knew it would be a ■plus" in her life. 
Houghtaling, a senior history 
major in the Honors Program, 
was one of several students asked 
to help out with a trial run of the 
Phis Program, a new program set 
up to provide students with addi- 
tional help and to increase reten- 
tion rates. 
For Houghtaling. it also meant 
gaining experience by helping a 
teacher in the classroom and stu- 
dents afterward. 
"I can't stress how wonderful it 
was to work with a faculty mem- 
ber," Houghtaling said. 
She helped out students in sci- 
ence professor Malcolm Frisbie's 
class. Houghtaling's tasks includ- 
ed teaching smaller groups of stu- 
dents during lab times. 
Houghtaling found that a 
"small class is more influential" in 
helping students who otherwise 
may go unnoticed in larger class- 
es, she said. She also feels some 
students are "afraid of injuring 
their pride" if they ask questions. 
"It is a good experience to the 
students and the student men- 
tors." Houghtaling said. 
In addition to being a mentor 
for students, Houghtaling and 
others in the program had their 
own mentors — the faculty mem- 
bers they helped in class. 
"I think this is a really good 
program," Houghtaling said. "It is 
a win-win situation for everyone 
involved." 
The Plus Program, which is 
starting this semester after a trial 
run last year, was set up by the 
academic success office in associ- 
ation with the office of academic 
affairs to help student retention. 
The program provides stu- 
dents with mentors they can talk 
to about classes and other prob- 
lems they may have. 
What retention means for 
Eastern is how well the university 
maintains student enrollment 
from their first year and each con- 
secutive year until graduation, 
Aaron Thompson said. 
Thompson is in charge of the 
program at Eastern. 
Thompson was brought to 
Eastern by former vice president 
for academic affairs Russell Enzie 
to look at the retention rate. 
Hanging in there 
Kentucky university students were tracked from 1991 to 1997. 
An average of 35% of those students graduated in that time 
period, and an average of 60% persisted. Persistence means 
that the students were still in school at the end of the 
study period. 
UK    I     UL      Eastern    KSU    I MoSU I MuSU      NKU   I   WKU 
49/76 I 29/62 ' 27/52 ' 34/52 ' 41/66 ' 39/62 ' 24/45 '  39/60 
KY Universities   1991-97 
Graduation Rates/Persistence Rates 
Source: CPE Database 
" We need to help 
students 
Thompson had done a similar 
study of retention rates at the 
University of Missouri. 
His job is to look at retention 
throughout the entire campus. 
"Enzie was worried by reten- 
tion rates," Thompson said. 
There is a gap that widens com- 
pared to elsewhere." 
Thompson said nearly 20 per- 
cent of students 
drop out for aca- 
demic reasons. 
Most stu- 
dents drop out 
for social rea- 
sons, he added. 
These can 
include family 
problems, 
money and even 
homesickness. 
What he 
hopes to do with 
the program is 
let students 
know there is 
help for them on 
campus.  
Thompson 
also     worked 
with Karen Carey in the 
Institutional Research department 
on collecting data about why stu- 
dents drop out. 
The data has yet to be tabulat- 
ed into specific numbers, Carey 
said. 
Carey admitted that Easterns 
retention rate is lower than it 
should be compared to other uni- 
versities. 
According to the Council on 
Higher   Education's   Annual 
Amy Campbell/Progress 
Accountability Report on Eastern 
for 1996. 58.6 percent of freshmen 
tracked for a six-year period did 
finish school. 
However, this was below the 
target goal of 62 percent. 
In addition, Carey also agreed 
with Thompson that students may 
be unprepared or unwilling to live 
away from home. 
"We cant 
change things 
at home." Carey 
said. "They 
don't know 
what life is like 
at college." 
Carey sug- 
gested some 
things Eastern 
might do to 
combat low 
retention is pro- 
vide more 
things to do on 
campus during 
weekends and 
to help incom- 
ing freshmen 
with the transi- 
tion from home 
to campus, stressing that faculty 
needs to help, too. 
"We need to help students suc- 
ceed academically," Carey said, 
"by giving them the resources 
they need." 
The program provides both 
student/peer mentors and facul- 
ty/staff mentors. 
Lesley Ellington, Thompson's 
teaching assistant, is in charge of 
the peer mentor program. She 
found out about the program and 
academically by 
giving them the 
they 
Karen Carey, 
director of 
institutional research 
» 
the retention problem through 
Thompson and wanted to help. 
"I really feel this can help stu- 
dents feel more at home." 
Ellington said. 
Ellington and Thompson 
looked at various schools and 
took all of the positive points and 
came up with the Phis Program. 
Ellington said. 
Thompson and Ellington got 
help with the peer mentor pro- 
gram from students in the Honor 
Program. 
The program's main goal was 
to pair students up with a teacher 
in our kind of studies, said Teresa 
Campion, a senior communica- 
tions disorders major. 
Campion feels the main goal ol 
the program and those involved 
is to keep people in school. 
Campion said she feels the job 
is halfway between a teaching 
assistant and a friend. 
Even though Campion feels 
the mentor can help, it is up to the 
student to keep his or her end of 
the bargain. 
Thev have to be held account- 
able by someone else." Campion 
said. 
She feels a main goal of both is 
to be accessible. 
"Be willing to socialize with 
them (the students) in a non-aca- 
demic setting," Campion said. 
Moriah Williams, another hon- 
ors student involved in the Plus 
Program, said she feels the pro- 
gram is beneficial to students and 
faculty. 
"I have already seen an 
improvement," said Williams, a 
senior forensic science major. 
Among those improvements, 
Williams said, is students seemed 
more excited in classes and asked 
more questions than before. 
Williams likes the idea of stu- 
dents going to an intermediate 
person. 
"It is kind of hard to let them 
know they can come to me for 
more than homework," she said. 
Williams said she would tell 
future students it is OK to go for, 
help. 
"It introduced me to new peo- 
ple," she said. "It makes you feel 
good." 
The program is currently look- 
ing for some new people to be 
mentors and students who are 
looking for someone to talk to. 
Those interested in the pro- 
gram are advised to call 622-1358 
for more information. 
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Dorms prime target for theft 
Klepto-mania! 
Just a few of the uncommon 
objects reported missing 
around Eastern in 1998: 
Amy Campbell/Progress 
BY JAQUA SMITH  
News writer 
Eastern's division of public 
safety and the Richmond police 
department have been very busy 
since the start of the new semes- 
ter. 
Both departments credit their 
busy schedules to recent increas- 
es in crimes of convenience — 
easily committed thefts. 
Richmond police arrested four 
members of a local car theft ring 
Jan. 7. Members of the ring 
allegedly stole four vehicles, 
drove them to the country and 
damaged them, according to a 
police report from the Richmond 
City Police. 
Three of the vehicles were 
badly damaged and the fourth, a 
1999 Dodge Durango, was 
burned and destroyed. Police 
arrested Brandon Crowder, 18, 
and Shawn Lear, 20, and charged 
them with burglary, auto theft and 
receiving stolen property. Two 
juveniles were also charged in the 
case. 
Most were stolen because the 
keys were left in the cars' igni- 
tions while they were running, 
Richmond Police Chief David A. 
Harkleroad said. 
"The majority of thefts are 
crimes of convenience," 
Harkleroad said. 
He added most of the time peo- 
ple who steal things look for the 
easiest person to steal from. 
Cars off campus have not been 
the only ones prone to vandalism 
and theft. Eastern's own facilities 
services reported a vehicle miss- 
ing on Jan. 15. 
Facilities services reported to 
public safety a parked, running 
vehicle used by facilities services 
had been taken from a lot near 
the Turley House. The vehicle 
was found several hours later, 
parked in a different location on 
campus. Public safety has no clue 
who temporarily "borrowed" the 
car. 
Cars aren't the only things that 
can be stolen, though. Dorm 
rooms are a prime area for theft, 
especially when students leave 
their rooms unlocked. 
Brent Cole, a sophomore from 
Pikeville, went home for 
Christmas break and when he got 
back to his dorm room, his color 
television was stolen. Cole was 
the last person in his dorm room, 
that he knew of, and he locked his 
door when he left for break. 
A business card to a local pawn 
shop sat in the TVs place. 
"When I left, it was still in my 
room. Now it is gone," Cole said 
Feb. 2. 
Cole's situation ended with a 
strange turn of events, Feb. 2. He 
left his room to take a shower, 
and when he returned, a televi- 
sion was sitting outside of his 
door. 
Cole wasn't even sure the TV 
was his, but when he plugged it in 
his remote worked. 
Not every person will have their 
stolen things turn up so easily. 
Police say prevention is the 
key to stopping people from steal- 
ing things. 
Keep your doors locked and do 
not leave your car unattended 
while running. 
The director of public safety 
Thomas Lindquist said it is a good 
idea to use common sense when 
it comes to keeping valuables 
safe. 
Lindquist cautions people to 
always lock their cars and dorm 
rooms. 
"It is difficult to get things 
back once they have been stolen," 
he said. 
Channel Surfing 
Survey to determine which stations FrontierVision should offer 
BY DON KNIGHT 
Managing editor 
Cable customers in Richmond 
could soon be asked which chan- 
nels they can do without and 
which ones they can't. 
City Commissioner Mike 
Brewer suggested a cable sur- 
vey during a special meeting of 
the city commission called 
Tuesday to discuss Richmond's 
cable        problems with 
Frontier-Vision's regional manag- 
er Jim Underwood. 
"I wouldn't be opposed to a 
joint survey between us and the 
city," Underwood said. "We could 
put it in with the billing." 
The survey was in response to 
the commission's request to add 
the Chicago station WGN to the 
cable lineup. 
Adding WGN would only 
cost customers an extra 10 
cents a month according to 
Underwood. 
But before WGN can be 
added, another channel must be 
removed to make space avail- 
able. 
"You're going to upset some- 
body if you take something off," 
Underwood said. 
Commissioner Brewer sug- 
gested removing the Odyssey 
channel to make room for 
WGN. 
Other suggestions from the 
commission included combin- 
ing government channels or 
moving the public access chan- 
nel from channel five to chan- 
nel 40. 
FrontierVision uses channel 40 
for testing, and Eastern uses the 
channel to provide free movies to 
students. 
"We use it (channel 40) for 
constant testing," Underwood 
said. "I don't think it will work." 
If FrontierVision decides to 
add WGN it could take 60 days to 
accomplish. 
The only way to add channels 
without removing any would be to 
upgrade the cable system. 
Richmond's system will be 
updated to a digital system in 
April. 
The digital service will provide 
more channels including multi- 
plex channels. 
Multiplex channels are the 
u
 You're going to 
upset somebody 
if you take 
something off. 
Jim Underwood, 
FrontierVision regional 
manager 
yy 
multiples of premium channels 
like HBO one, two, three and 
four. Underwood said. 
Digital service would be an 
option for customers and it 
would cost an extra $13 a 
month. 
Since Eastern has a bulk 
account, digital service will 
probably not be an option for 
students on campus. 
Underwood added. 
Mayor Ann Durham asked 
Underwood to prepare for adding 
WGN. 
Other topics discussed includ- 
ed customer service and signal 
quality. 
Several      subscribers      in 
Richmond and other central 
Kentucky communities serviced 
by FrontierVision have com- 
plained about the company's cus- 
tomer service. 
In response to those com- 
plaints, changes in procedure 
were made at the call-in center. 
And those changes have 
made significant improvements 
in service according to 
Underwood. 
The percentage of callers who 
get busy signals went from about 
20 percent down to 2 percent. 
Underwood said. 
Commissioner Tom Tobler 
said he received several com- 
plaints about the quality of the 
local CBS affiliate channel 27. 
which is channel two on 
Richmond's cable. 
The signal coming into 
FrontierVision for channel 27 is 
good according to 
FrontierVision. 
A defect in a hookup at a 
customer's house could affect 
only one channel and any cus- 
tomers with a problem should 
call the service center, 
Underwood said. 
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CHURCH DIRECTORY 
First Baptist Church 350 W. 
Main at Lancaster Ave. 623- 
4028 Worship Sun,. 8:30 ,11 
a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 6:30 
p.m. Sun School 9:40 a.m. 
S.U.B.S. 8 p.m. at BSU 
Center 
Episcopal Church of Our 
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd 
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11 
a.m. Sun. School 9:30 a.m. 
St. Thomas Lutheran 
Church 1285 Barnes Mill 
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School 
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m. 
Westside Christian Church 
Bennington Ct. across from 
Arlington 623-0382 Sun. 
School 9:45 a.m. Worship 
10:45 a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7 
p.m. Transportation avail- 
able. 
First Presbyterian Church 
(PCUSA) 330 W. Main St. 
623-5323 or 623-5329 
Church School 10 a.m. Sun. 
Worship 11 a.m. Wed. 
Dinner 6 p.m. (no charge) 
Call for transportation. 
First United Methodist 
Church 401 W. Main St. 
623-3580 Worship 8:30 & 
10:50 a.m. Sunday School 
9:40 a.m. Wed. Night Live 
5:30 p.m. Transportation 
available. 
Richmond House of Prayer 
(Full Gospel Church) 330 
Mule Shed Ln. 623-8922 or 
624-9443 Sun. School 10 
a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6 
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. 
Transportation available 
Redhouse Baptist Church 
2301 Redhouse Rd. 623-8471 
or 624-1557 Sun. School 9:40 
a.m. Sun. Worship 10:50 
a.m., 7 p.m. 
Big Hill Ave Christian 129 
Big Hill Ave. 623-1592 Sun. 
10:45 a.m.,6 p.m. 
Church of Christ Goggins 
Ln. (W. Side 1-75) Ride: 624- 
2218 or 623-2515 Sun. 9:30, 
10:20 a.m. & 6 p.m. Wed. 7 
p.m. Bible Moment 624-2427 
Richmond Church of 
Christ 713 W. Main St., 623- 
8535 Sun. 9 & 10 a.m., 6 
p.m., Wed. 7 p.m.; ride our 
van. Colonels for Christ 
meet 2nd & 4th Thurs. at 
8:30 p.m. on 2nd floor of 
Powell Building 
Unitarian Universalist 
Fellowship 209 St. George 
St. For information call: 
623-4614 Sunday Service 
and Church School 10:45 
a.m. 
White Oak Pond Christian 
Church (Disciples of 
Christ) 1238 Barnes Mill Rd 
623-6515 Sun. Worship 10 
a.m. Coffee Fellowship Sun. 
11 a.m. Sun. School 11:15 
a.m. 
Harvest Family Fellowship 
621 S. Keeneland Dr. 624- 
8620 Sun. School 9:45 a.m. 
Sun. Worship 10:45 Wed. 
Bible Study 7 p.m., Sat. 
Outpouring 6:10 p.m. 
Eastside Bethel Baptist 
1675 E. Main St. 624-9646 
Sun. Bible Study 9:45 a.m. 
Sun. Worship 8:30 & 10:50 
a.m. Wed. Small Group 
Bible Study 6:30 p.m. 
Services are interpreted for 
the deaf and are handi- 
capped accessible. 
St. Stephen Newman 
Center 405 University Drive 
623-2989 Sun. Mass 5 p.m., 
Sunday Supper $1 6 p.m., 
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry classes 
for becoming Catholic. 
St. Thomas Lutheran 
Church 1285 Barnes Mill 
Rd.623-7254 Sun. School 
9:30 a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m. 
Rosedale Baptist Church 
411 Westover Ave 623-1771 
Sunday School 9 a.m. 
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m., 6 
p.m. Wed. Prayer Service 7 
p.m. 
Trinity Missionary Baptist 
Church 2300 Lexington Rd. 
624-9436 or 623-6868 Sun. 
9:45 a.m., 11 a.m., 6 p.m. 
Wed. Youth & Prayer 7 p.m. 
<a ■ \^r 
Feb. 6 -13 30% off 
Feb. 14-20 40% of f 
Feb. 21-27  50% off 
Used library hard covers $2.50 each. 
Due to the nature of this sale, 
All Sales Are Final. No adjustments 
will be made to prior purchases. 
No other discounts apply. 
LITTLE PROFESSORTI 
00K CENTER 
Richmond Mall Mon - Sat 10 - 9 Sun 12:30 - 6 623-0522 
BreaKfast 
Hot Biscuits & 
Gravy 
Lunch 
Your favorite 
Brazier Burgers, 
Chicken sandwiches 
& Hot Dogs 
any way you like 
'em! 
Dairy 
Queen 
WE ALWAYS 
Have your favorite 
Blizzards 
Banana Splits 
Sundaes 
& Delicious 
TREATS 
We Support the 
Eastern Colonels! 
Dairii Queen 
Clip this coupon 
Save 50c on a 
Banana Split/ 
Peanut Buster 
Parfait 
Good lor up lo 4 persons per visit  Not valid with any other otter. 
Big Hill Avenue 
624-0481 
131 N. Keeneland Dr. 
623-3625 
Locally owned and operated 
Sera-Tec 
Biologicals 
Spring Break Contest 
Drawing Monday, March 8 
Donate twice 
in a Mon-Fri week 
and earn a ticket 
for the drawing. 
Donate regularly 
for 6 weeks 
and get 5 extra tickets 
(12 donations). 
1st prize-$250 
2nd prize -$100 
3rd prize - $100 
4th prize - $50 
292 S. Second Street 
624-9815 
Do you want to take 
picture's like this one? 
Apply at Donovan 
Annex Rm 118 
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Program serves, graduates frosh 
BYMARYCOW.EE 
Staff writer 
Student Support Services is a 
federally funded program 
designed to retain freshmen and 
encourage them to receive a col- 
lege degree. 
It began at Eastern in 1975 and 
is the only one of the TRIO pro- 
grams at Eastern that directly 
serves, retains and graduates 
freshman. 
"Unlike Talent Search and 
Upward Bound, who reach out to 
high school and middle school 
students to help them go on to 
college, SSS serves students once 
enrolled at EKU to help them be 
successful and earn a degree,'' 
director Kate Williams said. 
In the past funding cycle, SSS 
earned a perfect score on its 
grant proposal and received its 
first five-year grant. The program 
is only funded for 208 students 
each year.  . 
"Most grants are given only in 
four-year periods. Receiving a 
five-year grant is a prestig 
reserved strictly for the top scor- 
ing 10 percent of proposals in the 
nation," Williams said. There are 
a total of 808 SSS projects in the 
nation." 
Student Support Services 
serves traditional and non-tradi- 
tional students, beginning as 
freshmen. 
This Is the second In a 
three-part series leading 
up to National Trio Day. 
Eastern's Trio Program 
consists of Talent Search. 
Student Support Services 
and Upward Bound. 
"SSS is attuned to the special 
needs of adult learners, offering 
an array of services geared to 
meet their needs," Williams said. 
NOVA is the section of the pro- 
gram that detects the students 
who may be qualified to receive 
help from this program. Applying 
and qualifying for the Student 
Support Service program is the 
first step to getting involved. 
"NOVA identifies up to 130 
new freshman each year who may 
benefit from some extra academic 
and/or personal support," 
Williams said. "Students are eligi- 
ble for the program within certain 
ACT ranges (not less than a com- 
posite score of 17). indicating a 
need for some extra academic 
support, but also demonstrating a 
strong potential for success." 
NOVA is a component of SSS 
that is basically an intensive 
Freshman Year Experience pro- 
gram that focuses on instruction, 
mentoring, tutoring, personal, 
career and financial aid counsel- 
ing, academic advising and a vari- 
ety of self-understanding and cam- 
pus exploration activities. 
The NOVA component is the 
heart of the program," Williams said. 
Since approximately 50 per- 
cent of Eastern's freshmen drop 
out of school during their first 
year, the NOVA component is 
developed with freshmen reten- 
tion in mind. 
"Students who advance to their 
second year in college will have a 
greater chance in completing col- 
lege," Williams said. "Even 
though the overall goal of SSS is 
to help students earn a degree. 
SSS reports an 85 to 90 percent 
freshman retention rate." 
There are several aspects of 
SSS that are beneficial to stu- 
dents. Theresa Morris, a child 
development major, was out of 
school for 12 years before 
enrolling at Eastern. 
The NOVA program provides 
counselors who are always on 
call. I could talk to them about 
anything that was on my mind," 
Morris said. 
Peer mentors play a large role 
in the lives of NOVA participants. 
"My peer mentor helped me a 
lot. Being from a small town, it 
was good to have someone who 
could help me adjust to college 
life," said Shonda Osborne, a 
recreational therapy major. "I 
became a peer mentor myself and 
I am still in contact with my first 
class of advisees." 
The amount of adviser atten- 
tion and support are important 
parts of the Student Support 
Services. 
"We met with our advisers two 
or three times a week or, if we 
need to see them more often, they 
were there to listen," said Ron 
McCauley, a social work/correc- 
tions major. 
Many participants feel that 
being a member of the Student 
Support Services' NOVA program 
has made a difference in their 
lives. 
"When I first came to Eastern I 
did not know anything about cam- 
pus, however this program taught 
me how to make the transition 
and adapt to college life," said 
April Irvin, NOVA scholarship 
recipient. 
Another NOVA scholarship 
recipient Oshia Hobbs thanks her 
NOVA adviser, Jane Tinsley and 
Student Support Services for 
where she is today. 
"My visits to Jane have really 
made a difference in my life," 
Hobbs said. Through the 
Student Support Services, she 
has helped me get back into 
school and take a class that 
helped me declare my major in 
social work." 
Like Hobbs, Irvin credits the 
program with turning her life 
around. 
"If it wasn't for the NOVA pro- 
gram I do not know where I 
would be," Irvin said. 
Vacant: University tries to fill vice presidents, deans posts 
From the front 
affairs, is filling the position until 
a replacement is found. 
Last fall, after months of the 
search committee scanning appli- 
cations and interviews, four candi- 
dates were brought to campus. 
After meeting with the candi- 
dates, President Kustra and the com- 
mittee decided to reopen the search. 
"I liked all the candidates and 
all came to Eastern with a set of 
strengths that impressed all the 
faculty they met," Kustra said in 
January. "I just felt, in the end, 
none of the candidates were that 
near-perfect fit and we owed it to 
ourselves to go out into the mar- 
ketplace and renew the search." 
Doug Whitlock, vice president 
for administrative affairs, acts as 
chair of the search committee. He 
said the list of candidates will 
probably be narrowed down to a 
dozen in about six weeks. 
Kustra appointed Baker, 
Parker and Associates, a consult- 
ing firm out of Atlanta, to aid the 
committee with the search. 
They (the consultants) are in 
the process of identifying candi- 
dates for us through their 
resources," Whitlock said. They 
are identifying those they feel 
would be a good fit. It brings a 
whole new dimension to what we 
did before." 
Whitlock said the consulting 
firm is working to identify people 
who may not be actively search- 
ing for a job. 
Last semester, the final candi- 
dates were brought to campus 
during finals, which Whitlock said 
was a negative factor. 
"We certainly want to bring the 
candidates in well in advance of 
finals," Whitlock said. That is 
one of the things that worked 
against us last fall." 
The new academic officer is 
wanted in office by July 1. 
Davis said she still isn't sure if 
she will enter the race for the 
position. 
Two other positions still needed 
to be filled are that of vice president 
of university advancement and 
dean of the college of education. 
Don Feltner, former vice presi- 
dent of university advancement, 
announced his retirement in 
October, but stayed in office until 
Dec. 31. 
Feltner stayed on with the uni- 
versity on a 50-day contract 
throughoii January, and will 
begin an 80-day contract in July to 
finish up some projects he started. 
An ad appeared in the 
Chronicle earlier this week 
announcing the position. 
The position of dean of the col- 
lege of education was also 
announced in the Chronicle. 
Henson will retire from the 
position as of June 30, but will 
remain at the university as a pro- 
fessor of education. The position 
will be filled July 1. 
Davis, who is leading the com- 
mittee, said it will start reviewing 
applications Feb. 15. 
The committee will probably 
meet by the first of March and 
decide the interview list," Davis 
said. "It will begin interviewing 
candidates immediately following 
Spring Break." 
Russell Enzie, 
former vice 
president for 
academic 
affairs 
Kenneth 
Henson, edu- 
cation dean 
Don Feltner, 
former vice 
president of 
university 
advancement 
The university 
is holding 
searches to 
find 
replacements 
for these 
admmstrators 
and to find a 
dean for the 
college of law 
enforcement. 
Weddings 
Frames 
Pictures 
Coverlets 
Valentine's Day 
Crystal 
Brass 
Gift Baskets 
Dolls 
Flower Arrangements} 
Boyd's 
Fenton 
139 Keeneland Dr 624-0025 
thr 
Gifts for all       (^tfj B°*t 
occasions at 
\ 
Birthday 
Seraphin Angels 
Lizzie Highs 
All God's Children 
Antiques 
^itHcntXF 
**
v 
Baby Showers 
Winnie the Pooh 
Noah's Ark 
Quilts 
M-S 9am - 7pm Sun 12:30pm -6pm 
Tired of 
Sharing Pizza? 
Get a 
BUCKET 
PASTA 
to go. 
Madison Garaen 
V_^t   AC    ft     Q   •   «   I    I 
152 N Madison Ave.   623 - 9720 
I 
I 
I 
L. 
FREE 
EMBROIDERY!! 
Bring in this coupon for 
FREE 3-letter monogram 
with the purchase of 
any item in our store.** 
&TONEWORTH &HIRT 
CO., 3NC. 
Richmond Mall 623-6852 
Monday - Friday 10-9 Saturday 1-6 
_"This offergood "^jj^^^<£PJ.02,!icilJ_.___.. 
tgnancy Help Contor 
624-3942 
If no answer, call 1-800-822-5842 
Website: phc.jcubed.com 
Regular Hours 
Tuesday and Wednesday, 
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
and by appointment 
200 S. Third St., Richmond, KY 40475 
* 
* 
* 
¥ 
V 
* 
* 
* 
* 
¥ 
* 
* 
* 
» 
* 
* 
V 
2 Q o University Bookstore | 
Your headquarters 
for stuffed animals, 
;, candy & all your 
assorted Valentine needs. 
Mill 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
^UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
The Center 
of Campus Happy Valentines Day! 
622-2696 
Classy Touch 
For all your 
Valentine's Day 
needs. 
Your one-stop 
wedding shop. 
We have: 
Ladybugs 
Candles 
Bears 
Floral Arrangements * 
Balloon Bouquets 
Delivery Available 
623-1333 
The Tanning 
Salon 
624-2414 
30 minute beds 
Single Visits 
10 Visits $30.00 
15 Visits $37.50 
20 Visits $40.00 
Mon - Sat 9am - 8pm 
Southern Hills Plaza 
976 Commercial Drive 
Richmond, KY 40475 
kThe Eastern ■w- i no t'. u Prog. _ 
117 Donovan Annex 622-1881 
YOUR SPRING BREAK DISCOUNT VACATION 
The Dai/tona Welcome Center 
It's warmer here.and we love spring breakers! 
/ 5 of Day ton as Mo need to spend all 
your vacation money 
on accommodations. 
cm 
I 800881 9173 
Monday Friday 
10am 9 pm 
Saturday noon 6 pm. 
finest hotels to 
choose from at 
Day ton a s best 
prices Hotel rooms 
on the heath. Rsk 
about our 'Spring 
Break Party Card." 
NO  ONE CAN  BEAT OUR PRICES! 
WWW D.Vi ION AW I I COMIC ENTER.COM 
Tillerman's Fgl 
Deli        L J 
201 Water Street 
(next to Panama Jim's) 
626-1800 
626-0509 Fax 
Let us 
deliver lunch 
to your door! 
Bring this 
coupon in 
and receive 
500 Off 
any sandwich 
or 
combo 
expires 2-17-99 
2>&zen 9UM&& 
mm   $25 
Co&A and Cava/. 
Madfoan &£aiae* Sfi&p, 
400 East Main Street (606) 623-1601 
PRE-PAJD 
PHONE CARDS 
PER MINI TI« 
PJy\J< 612 Eastern Bypass 
/^' \j>ii Richmond, KY 40475 L^OLajMClC, Car wash 
mr 
*     *     9     *      % 
LINENS & GIFTS 
Valentine Gifts Galore 
Gift Wrap 
/Vallabte 
ColtoctlbtM 
Arocnathf py 
Bartrt NMIM 
Napotoon ROM* 
Qua at y mtnhamtm * Atfordmb* Prtcmm 
Op»n for BwtnM* Mon thru Sat 10 - 7 
r*Ml-Y OWNED & OPERATED 
Doug & Becky Ag**, Owner* 
* 
V 
* 
* 
V 
¥ 
* 
» 
Delta Zeta would like to 
congratulate all the 
sororities and fraternities 
on a successful 
1999 Greek Weekend! 
NeWS A8 The Eastern Progress, Thursday. February 11.1999 
Forum: 30 students voice      Top Floor: Cafeteria stays open until Feb. 23 meeting 
nnininnc  fvff(\Clf\   C^t*\7ir*PQ From the front It is not yet known when the first    not in the food, but the "press     xx  
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From the front 
current health department prob- 
lems. 
"The recent situation with 
bugs is embarrassing, but 
nowhere near the extent that the 
media has made it seem." 
Patterson said. 
Patterson also claimed that 
Powell is in no danger of being 
closed. 
"The health department can- 
not shut us down at this point. 
There has to be a hazard to the 
students," Patterson said. 
Patterson said they were doing 
as much as possible to control the 
situation. 
"Our goal is to totally eliminate 
all bugs," Patterson said. "We do 
want the cleanest, most sanitary 
environment for our students." 
After the roach problem, the 
meeting moved on to the changes 
that have been made under the 
new food services administration. 
A lot »f criticism was focused 
on the Powell cafeterias, espe- 
cially Top Floor. Shattuck stood 
to the side as students criticized 
the roaches, food quality rela- 
tive to other cafeterias on cam- 
pus, employee friendliness and 
even overall atmosphere. 
Other student issues discussed 
were franchising, hours of opera- 
tion and the new acceptance of 
the board plan across campus, 
including the Fountain Food 
Court 
Chad Collins, a junior comput- 
er-aided design major from Lake 
Forest, Calif., was happy with 
being able to use his Colonel Club 
Card at the Grill, but not with the 
exchange rate. 
"What I don't understand is 
that people come upstairs and pay 
$6 for a meal and come down 
here you get S3.75," Collins said. 
Lewis Diaz, who is a football 
player and is required to be on 
the board plan, also had a prob- 
lem with the hours of operation 
and how some of the dining areas 
aren't open on the weekend. 
"I understand a lot of people 
have to go home, but the few that 
Stephen 
Shattuck, 
manager of 
Powell 
cafeteria spoke 
at Tuesday's 
forum 
do stay behind, 
we get shafted," 
Diaz said. 
Patterson and 
the managers of 
the cafeterias 
also took the 
opportunity to 
talk about recent 
changes they 
have made and 
their feelings on 
the possibility 
that food servic- 
es will be con- 
tracted out to an 
outside compa- 
ny. 
These changes include the 
opening of the board plan, new 
cooking methods, such as more 
cooking from scratch, and cost-cut- 
ting measures to pass savings on 
to students. 
Patterson said if food services 
was contracted to an outside com- 
pany, the university would lose 
the flexibility to make such 
changes. 
"Once the contract company 
comes, they are going to squeeze 
everything they can to make 
money," Patterson said. "We're 
not in the business for profit. 
we're in the business for serv- 
ice." 
The food service representa- 
tives made a point to mention the 
short time they have had to imple- 
ment the changes. 
The change that perhaps most 
interests students, franchising the 
restaurants in the grill to give stu- 
dents easier access to such popu- 
lar places as McDonalds, is on 
hold until the contract issue is 
worked out. 
"Right now we're faced with a 
dilemma. The university hasn't 
decided whether to continue to 
run food services or contract out 
to an outside company," Patterson 
said. 
Food service also encouraged 
students attending the meeting to 
speak up if they had a problem. 
"We're going to find out what 
the students want," Patterson 
said. 
 
Lamar Patterson, acting direc- 
tor of food services, said food 
services isn't in danger of losing 
its license to operate. 
"This is not a health hazard to 
the students at this point," 
Patterson said. "We expect the 
problem to be taken care of by 
then (the meeting)." 
But dean of student develop- 
ment, Skip Daugherty. believes 
the clearing of the pests might 
take a little longer. 
"The problem did not start 
overnight, so it won't be solved 
overnight," Daugherty said. 
The univesity is contacting out- 
side pest control companies to 
take care of the problem, 
Daugherty said. 
sprayi gs ill ta e place, e added. 
Facilities services will compare 
chemicals used by the outside com- 
pany and itself. It will then be decid- 
ed who will spray this weekend. 
All of the campus food opera- 
tions are taken care of by facilities 
services. Facilities services goes 
to each establishment and sprays 
for pests once a month. 
Jeff Cantrell, supervisor over 
pest control for facilities services, 
is licensed by the state in pest 
control. 
Powell will not be affected by 
the fogging. The plan is to start 
the spraying and fogging at mid- 
night, so the building should open 
as regularly scheduled. 
Patterson said Powell is com- 
pletely sanitary and the bugs are 
i ,  
p   pt t t  y. 
"It doesn't bother me that much. 
There are lots of places I eat that 
have problems that I don't know 
about," said Vanessa Huff, a junior 
marketing major from Lexington. 
Despite Powell's problems, the 
other three departments of food 
services — Quackers on the 
Pond, Martin Dining Hall and 
The Grill — have received out- 
standing ratings. 
Powell Grill recently had a sur- 
prise inspection by the health depart- 
ment, looking specifically for bugs. 
The report cited that no bugs 
were found on their last inspection. 
They received a 95 out of 100 on 
the November inspection. 
"We just try to keep our estab- 
lishment clean," said Prisicilla Hall, 
Todd: Residence hall home to violent crime 
From the front 
nied by someone of the same sex 
and also must be registered at the 
front desk. Knoblauch was not, 
according to the case report. 
Kenna Middleton, director of 
housing, said those rules are 
often harder to enforce in a co-ed 
residence hall. 
"If you lived in Todd on the 
fourth floor and I came to visit 
you at 12:30 on Tuesday night, 
should I be required to stop and 
register in?" Middleton said. "It's 
a good safeguard, but if it were 
Telford, I could go on up with no 
questions asked." 
Middleton said certain meas- 
ures are taken to provide safety in 
Todd Hall, which houses 86 
women and 110 men. 
The RAs and night supervisors 
do rounds at a variety of times 
throughout the night," she said. 
"But when you have a building 10 
or 11 floors, as you migrate down, 
people manipulate the system." 
Of the four co-ed halls on cam- 
pus, Todd Hall attracts the crime. 
Middleton said this is not represen- 
tative of coed housing as a whole. 
"This (crime) hasn't been an 
issue throughout co-ed housing," 
Middleton said. "Co-ed halls were 
well received and students are very 
ii 
individuals out 
there who can 
learn to manipu- 
late any system, 
regardless rf It 
is co-ed or single 
gender. 
Kenna Middleton, 
director of housing 
» 
satisfied with these. As from an adult 
standpoint, if you looked at disband- 
ing coed housing, it would be a step 
back instead of a step forward." 
Middleton said crime can hap- 
pen in any dorm. 
"There are individuals out 
there who can learn to manipulate 
any system, regardless if it is co- 
ed or single gender." 
During the past year, more 
than one individual manipulated 
Todd Hall's system. 
April 19. 1998. Damien 
Behanan, a resident of 
Commonwealth Hall from Albany, 
Ga., and Robert Williams, a resi- 
dent of Brockton from Radcliff, 
forced their way into the fifth 
floor room of Adam Coronise. 
Coronise was physically 
assaulted, tied with telephone 
cord and shoved in a closet. 
Behanan and Williams stole two 
bottles of cologne, $8 and a dia- 
mond earring. 
The two were seen on the 11th 
floor of Todd wearing ski masks 
and were caught later that night 
Behanan was sentenced Nov. 5 
to 10 years in prison. He received 
10 years for two counts and 5 
years for two other counts, but 
the judge ruled he could serve 
them concurrently. 
Williams was sentenced Dec. 
3. He received 20 years for the 
incident 
Last semester, another rob- 
bery took place in Todd Hall, only 
this time guns were involved. 
On Oct. 6, two males wearing 
ski masks knocked on the door of 
Jonathan Cox's room and ordered 
him and Melinda Alcorn to lay on 
the ground and give them all their 
money. 
Clarence Scarborough was 
arrested and charged with criminal 
facilitation of 1st degree robbery. 
He was seen with the two male sus- 
pects planning the robbery. 
Ins problem dM 
not start 
overnight, so It 
won't be solved 
overnight. 
Skip Daugherty, 
dean of student 
development 
» 
assistant manager of the Grill. 
Quakers on the Pond received 
a 93 rating on its August inspec- 
tion. 
Martin Cafeteria received a 99 
on its inspection Nov. 26. 
First: 
Event-filled 
weekends 
start March 5 
From the front 
Student Union to plan more 
events on weekends, and planning 
new events such as concerts to 
give students something to do. 
Kustra admits the program is 
aimed mainly at freshmen, who 
she said, are more likely to go 
home every weekend. 
Skip Daugherty, dean of stu- 
dent development, said fresh- 
men tend to have a small sense 
of campus community. 
"We're trying to develop a 
freshman culture to be more Dke 
senior culture," Daugherty said. 
Daugherty said the feasibility 
of having things such as comput- 
ing open more than just the one 
weekend is one of the things 
being tested. 
Kustra agreed that enough 
people need to use the services 
to justify extending the hours. 
"Those responsible for admin- 
istering these services say. Veil, 
we expanded these hours and 
people aren't using them,'" 
Kustra said. 
Jimmy, 
Happy Valentine's Dayl You make my 
life complete. You are the love of my 
life, I love you. 
Always, Beth 
Be My Valentine 9 
Beth, 
It was no accident, me finding you. 
Be my Valentine! 
Love, Jimmy 
Fur mem Schatzen 
Eines Tages warst 
Duda, 
Du kamst aus dem 
fernen Amerika. 
Du musstest dienen 
tur Dein Land. 
Das habe ich an der 
Unilorm erkannt 
Dein Lacheln hatte mich verzuckt, 
Ich war ganz nach Dir verruckt. 
Ich war noch sehr |ung und wusste nicht viel. 
Doch Deine Liebe war mem grdsstes Ziel 
Deshalb ha ben wir uns getraut, 
Und uns vor dem Altar in die Augen geschaut 
Wir gehen nun ins funtte Jahr 
Jeder Tag war wunderbar 
Bis der Tag ist dann gekommen, 
Wo du mich hast in Deine Heimat genommen 
Der Abschied von meiner Familie viel mir schwer. 
Doch gewann ich dadurch viel viel mehr 
Liebe Menschen waren eine Gabe, 
So dass ich jetzt zwei Familien habe 
Nun bin ich schon viele Jahre hier. 
Und luhle mich ganz wohl bei Di' 
Durch Deine Liebe. die Du mir gibst. 
Und mir jeden Tag sagst. dass Du mich liebst 
Wie am erslen Tag als wir uns kannten. 
Und in Babenhausen zu uns landen 
Ich bin glucklich. dass es Dich gibt. 
Memen Schatzen, den ich abgottisch lieb 
Und ich danke auch der Armee datur, 
Dass sie Dich schickte zu mir 
Ich sage Dir in diesen Zeilen. 
Mem Herz wird immer mit Dir eilen. 
Egal wohm der Weg auch geht. 
Wo unset Zuhause auch immer steht 
Ob in Deutschland Oder in Kentucky, 
Mit Dir, mem Schatzen. bin ich uberall "Ii 
Ich liebe Dich 
Sonja 
f Hey Never-tell. 
Meet me in Arizona (or 
some CT. I'll be the one 
in the sun-devil shirt. 
.     Love, Crazy Dre 
Mr. Walters, 
I KNOW! Thank you for 
everything and thank God 
you're mine. 
Love, your Angel 
9 
Mr. Reid, 
Dec. 31 was the happiest day 
of my life! Love you forever. 
Toujours. Me 
PS. You may be the king, 
but I'm still the 
Jeopardy Champion. 
Sandy, 
Thank you 
for everything 
I love youl 
Paul 
Happy Valentine's 
Day, Bubba! 
I miss you and I will 
see you soon! 
Love, Missy 
1 Chad Weddle, Thank you for choos- 
ing me! You are the 
best husband and I 
will love you forever! 
April Weddle 
Aaron, 
Ki-Me, Nub-Me and 
Happy Anniversary! 
Jaquia 
Happy Valentine's Day, 
Brenda! 
Love always, 
Your husband, 
Steve 
y David, 
Our 1 st Valentine's 
Day I gave you my 
trust. The second, 
I gave you my 
unconditional love. 
The third my whole heart, and the 
fourth, my soul. You have everything 
now, so for our fifth Valentine's Day 
together I give you my promise to love 
and stand by you forever. You are my 
love, my life and most importantly, my 
best friend. I love you. 
Dena / 
Heather McGuire, 
"I Love You", 
you are my everything. 
Stephen Hatfield 
Crim, 
Happy Valentine's 
Day 
Baby. I love you! 
Geo 
A face without freckles is 
like the sky with no stars. 
I Love You!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
ROG 
N.P.E. 
"You Ught Up My Life" 
"You Are The Wind Beneath 
My Sails" 
"You Are The Sunshine Of My 
Life" 
"You Is My Woman" 
Jack 
Pain is Temporary, but Pride is everlasting. 
EKU Track Team 
Hold Strong! 
Happy Valentine's Day1 
f'wT 
Tonya Chism,       v 
To my Heaven. Some 
people say "look up Into 
the heavens". The only 
thing I have to do is gaze 
into your eyes. 
Love, Unas 
Paul, I love you 
more than any- 
thing in the 
world. Happy 
Valentine's Day 
and one year 
anniversary1 Love. Christi 
Tammy, 
Eight-four new moons 
Have come and gone. 
Since then you have brought order to 
chaos, 
Light where there was none. 
[Trial and tribulations 
■Our lives have definitely seen. 
Yet through it all, 
You find the strength to choose me. 
After a sea of time, 
My love is still true. 
I will never see a higher beauty, 
For my heart belongs to only you. 
Three years ago, 
I thanked you for my son. 
Little did I know, instead. 
My beautiful princess would come. 
Two and a half years have gone by, 
I could not have a greater gift. 
To see my princess grow and leam, 
To hear, "I love you, Daddy" float from 
her lips. 
The sun has set, 
Three-thousand times. 
It will rise a million more, 
At the end,I will still be by your side. 
Thank you, my Queen, 
Bobby ^ 
Chris, 
This year will be our last Valentine's 
Day as just boyfriend and girlfriend. 
For the next years of our lives, we 
will celebrate as husband and wife 
and that makes me very happy. You 
better remember to get my heart 
cookies. Happy Valentine's Day! 
Wuves, Hugs, Kisses, Shannon 
i 4 
► Next Week 
Find out why every- 
one still loves 
"Sanford and Son' 
and whaf s hot 
on Nick at 
Night's TV 
Land 
► Inside Sports 
Football Colonels sign 15 
recruits, including two 
quarterbacks and one 
kicker, and track team 
scores at UK meet/B6 
Thursday, February 11. M» Bl 
v 
»#©•»©»». Romance and true love can be found if you are in the right 
place at the right time...as these tales from the heart attest 
Cashier and customer find love in checkout line 
I 
Photo submitted 
Ahaa and Jonathan met white she was a cashier. She remembered him as 
the QIJV with thfl chnralato nync' anfl the UK ha<; 
missed a day of school due to a cold, but I did, however, go to work 
that night for a wonderful reason I know now. 
My eyes and nose were running as I worked the cash register. I was 
checking some customers out when I really "checked" the guv behind 
them out. 
I was like, "Who is that?" My ears were burning, as I was too shy to 
look him in the face. On the counter, he had some Tylenol sinus medi- 
cine and I told him I knew how he felt 
After talking some, I was thinking, "Wow! Not only is he good look- 
ing, but he s nice too!" 
A week later I saw the same guy with the UK cap enter my workplace 
He came through my checkout line again and asked me if my cold was bet- 
I was thinking, "Hmm, not any customer would remember a cashier's 
health. 
On Sunday, two weeks since I last saw him, my sister (who worked 
with me), said that some guy named Jonathan went through her line 
and wanted to know if I was her sister. He told her he was interested in 
me and wanted to know when I worked next. 
She told him the next day. I was thinking, "Great, a stalker." The 
only guy I'm interested in is the guy with the chocolate eyes and UK 
cap who 111 probably never see again. Well, on Monday I saw - HIM' He 
came through my line. When he gave me his check, I glanced down at 
the address and it was Jonathan Dye!!!!!! I was ecstatic. Jonathan asked 
me if it would be okay if he called me sometime and I said. "Sure " 
(Inside I was like YES!!!! - any day. morning, noon, or night. Whatever 
you do, just call me!) 
That, my friends, was the beginning of a beautiful relationship. 
Alicia Snow is a freshman from Russell Springs. 
Warm, sensitive, quiet, youthful 
male, 35, seeks country girl, com- 
panionship, love, assistance devel- 
oping  self-sufficient  farm.   R.F., 
SWM seeks SWF for lifetime of love 
At 23,1 was bored with my job and life in the city and decided to 
answer the above ad in The Mother Earth News, a back-to-basics 
magazine. I was too shy to meet anyone in Louisville, and the 
thought of living in the country appealed to me. 
At the end of October. 1981,1 wrote a letter to RE, not expecting to 
get a response. On Nov. 4, Ray Fox wrote the first of many letters to me 
(Later I would find out he received more than 100 letters in response to 
his id.) We wrote to each other about our views on religion, smoking, 
drinking, marriage and family. When I expressed how 
^^^^^   my mother thought I was nuts to meet a potential hus- 
band this way, Ray wrote: 
"I think putting an ad in a magazine for a potential 
W*M mate is a bit crazy. Finding someone in the country 
W (fewer people) with common interests sometimes is as 
^r" hard as in the city. All of life is taking a chance. I am one 
..    
tne
 
most
 conservative people around, but I had to 
take a chance if 1 wanted my dream." 
Ray said he was particularly impressed with my love for my family. I 
liked his sense of humor and the fact that he loved cats because I had 
a kitten from whom I could not be separated. 
By December. I realized I had begun to like Ray — a lot— and we 
nadn t even met Heck, we hadn't even spoken on the phone! But, with 
each letter, we discovered so many things we had in common. In early 
January, the word love made it into each of our letters — two letters that 
crossed in the mail. I wrote that I was lying awake at night thinking of 
him — sleepless in Louisville, if you will. 
I was getting seriously hooked on this guy! In mid-January we 
talked on the phone for the first time. Neither of us recalls how long the 
conversation lasted, but remember it being easy-going and fun. 
In retrospect, I'm not exactly sure how I lost leave of my senses. I 
never trusted men before and here I was about to fry off to New York to 
spend three weeks with a total stranger in a remote part of the state 
And that's exactly what I did come April. He picked me up at the 
hlmira Airport, planted a big kiss on my lips, then loaded me and my 
suitcase into his F-100 Ford pick-up and drove me out to his 70-acre farm. 
We soon found out the feelings we'd expressed in the letters were 
genuine and we knew our love was here to stay. After my three-week 
visit I returned to Louisville to turn in my resignation, ironically at New 
York Life. 
We made plans for Ray to drive down to Louisville to meet my fami- 
ly m July, then move me and my cat up to his place. We'd live together 
for a year. If neither of us wanted to get married by that time, we'd go 
our separate ways. But God and fate had brought us together and there 
would be no turning back.In October, we set a date to be married June 
4. 1983, in Louisville. Well have been married 16 years this June and 
have two children — Sara, 13, and Joey, 10. 
Photo submitted 
Derrick and Rosalind went to a Homecoming dance where Rosalind 
became sick. But ill or not. Derrick had met the woman of his dreams. 
Canceled Homecoming date turns 
into blessing in disguise for couple 
Rosalind and I became a couple by accident.   She took me to my 
only homecoming dance. We went together because my original 
date canceled. 
We went to homecoming only as friends. At 
the dance she got sick and threw-up so I took 
her home. She felt so bad about getting sick. I 
didn't care about that. I just wanted to make 
sure she was OK. 
The week after Homecoming, she began to like 
me because I did not get mad at her and was nice 
about the whole situation. 
So we started to get to know each other better. 
She called me and we talked for five hours straight about us and where 
the relationship was going. Finally I just asked, "Are we official?" She 
said yes and from there it grew. 
Now six years after our first meeting Rosalind she has gone from 
being someone in my life to being my life. We are the best of 
friends. 
We play like best friends, fight like brothers and sisters and love like 
husband and wife. 
All because my original date canceled, I did not get mad and she 
took a chance. 
Derrick Miller is a sophomore broadcasting major from Lexington. 
+*&*&wwpv*p++m 
Wedding reception becomes 'golden 
opportunity* for finding true love 
I met my significant other while I was on a high school field trip. 
There were about 12 girls and three guys on the bus. I was the only 
guy who would associate with the girls. 
I was trying to hit on a girl I had been trying to go out with over the 
last month. She and her friend wanted to move up front, but I didn't so 
I stayed in the back all by myself. Then this group of six 
^^^^^B    &rls came t0 'he back to talk to me. 
m ... ' 
the
.
n
 
said
 
mv
 
first
 
w<""ds to my current girlfriend. 
She smiled, and I was hooked. I spent the rest of the 
m ■ field trip following her around. On the bus ride home, 
^H they (she and her friends) were looking for someone to 
^ take them ouL I was the only one on the bus who had a 
car. so they agreed to go out with me. There was noth- 
ing going on in town so we went to a wedding 
When we got to the wedding, Amy (my girlfriend) was talking to her 
boyfriend at the time. He was angry that she rode with me even though 
she had four of her friends in the car. So he left the wedding and left 
her crying. Here was my golden opportunity. I asked her if she want- 
ed to dance. We then went on to dance. During the next two days, I 
called her and flirted with her at school. Within three days she broke 
up with her boyfriend. We went on a date in a week and after two weeks 
we started our relationship of one year and three months to this date. 
Thanks for everything Amy 
Noah Blandford is a freshman marketing major from Lebanon. 
Photo submitted 
Noah and Amy met on a field trip at school She broke up with her cur- 
rent boyfriend that day and the rest, as they say. is history. 
Rita and Ray met after placing a personal ad in a magazine. After only 
seven months she went to New York to visit and later moved in wflh him 
Tetfs be friends' not so bad 
for guy to hear after all 
I met this girl at a local nightspot and got her number. 
We dated a couple of times and then I got the call 
guys love to get. "Let's be friends." 
She called me one Friday and said some of her 
friends were going out and wanted to know if I wanted 
to come along. I said no and that I was going to hang out 
at a friend of mine's house. 
Well, I was sitting at my friend's house and some- 
thing told me that I needed to go out to where the girl 
and her friends were. This is when I met Jackie. 
She was the friend of the girl I had once dated. We 
hit it off nicely and I can remember our first slow dance 
to "Desperado" by The Eagles. I got her number and we 
dated from then on. 
On Dec. 29. 1995,1 married her. 
I will always think we were destined to be together 
because of that strange feeling I got that told me to go 
and meet that girl and her friends. 
Geoff Sprinkle is a middle school education graduate 
student from Lexington. 
Photo submitted 
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A Juggling Act 
When 
3:30 p.m. 
Tuesday 
Where 
Kennamer 
Room, Powell 
Building 
Cost 
free 
K£ "athy Kustra, wife of Eastern President Robert Kustra and for- ler director of Public Aid in 
Illinois, will speak on "Women In 
Leadership" as a part of the EKU 
Women's Studies Lecture Series. 
While director of Public Aid in 
Illinois, Kustra was responsible for 
9,000 employees and a multi-million 
dollar budget. Later she went into 
business as a private consultant before 
coming to Eastern. In addition to other 
topics, she will discuss the challenges 
and skills in balancing one's profes- 
sional life with the needs of family. 
Golf passes available at discount 
Eastern students are eligi- 
ble for a discount on golf 
passes at Arlington Golf 
Course in Richmond. A 
semester-long member- 
ship is $60 and offers 
unlimited use. Arlington is 
open from 9 a.m. until 6 
p.m., but next month the 
hours will increase to 8 
a.m. until dusk. Call 622- 
2206 for more info. 
TODAY 
■ 9 a.m. Camp Placement 
Day, representatives from 50 
camps in 15 states will be on 
hand for summer jobs. Keen 
Johnson Ballroom 
FRIDAY 
B 6 p.m. "How to adopt an 
infant girl from China" seminar 
at 507 West Main St. 
SATURDAY 
B 8:45 a.m. Habitat for 
Humanity Demolition, meet at 
Daniel Boone statue 
SUNDAY 
B 3 p.m. Student trumpet 
recital, Brock Auditorium 
MONDAY 
B  Holiday — Presidents Day, 
No classes 
TUESDAY 
■ 8 a.m. Spring Break housing 
reservations, Housing Office, 
Jones Building, Room 106 
B Noon Tickets go on sale for 
"The Birds," Gifford Theatre 
box office, call 622-1323 
■ 3:30 p.m. "Women In 
Leadership," Kathy Kustra 
speaker, Kennamer Room, 
Powell Building 
B 8 p.m. • Student horn recital, 
Brock Auditorium 
WEDNESDAY 
a 12:10 p.m. Ash Wednesday 
Mass, Catholic Newman Center 
B 6:30 p.m. WXIIs "Crash 
Into Dave" Pre-Show Party at 
The Big Easy, Dave Matthews' 
tickets will be given away 
B 7 p.m. Ash Wednesday 
Prayer Service at Meditation 
Chapel 
B 7:30 p.m. Dave Matthews 
and Tim Reynolds, Brock 
Auditorium 
UPCOMING 
B 7 p.m. Feb. 18, "What's So 
Funny about 'The Birds'?" 
Crabbe Library, Room 108, 
guest speaker Andrew Harnack 
B 7:30 p.m. Feb. 18, debate, 
"In what sense was The Bible 
inspired by God?" Adams Room, 
Wallace Building 
B 6 p.m. Feb. 19. Parents' 
night out. Baptist Student 
Union, open to all students and 
faculty, call Rick at 623-3294 or 
Vickie at 622-2777 
Tap Events 
To Post an event in What's 
on Tap, contact Nicole 
Johnson at 622-1872 or 
e-mail the Progress at 
<progressOacs.eku.edu> 
Submissions are due by 
noon the Monday before 
publication. 
► Movies 
RICHMOND MALL S 
iU> toi— lrT«w    * 
Patch Adams (PG-13) 1 40. 4:50,7:25, 
•:SS 
Vanity Blues (R) 12, 2:20, 4:40, 7:15, 
9:40 
A Civil Action (PG-13) 9:20 
She's All That (PG-13) 105.3:15,5:25. 
7:35. 10 
Simply Irraaletlbla (PG-13)" 12:35, 2:45, 
4:55, 7:10 
Payback (R)" 12 20, 2:40, 5:05, 7:30, 
10:05 
Message In A Bottle (PG-13)" 1 30. 
4:20, 7. 9:45 
My Favorite Martian (PG)" 12:30. 2:50. 
5. 7.20.9i30 
Blast From The Past (PG-13)"1:10,4:30, 
7:05, 9 50 
The Thin Red Line (R) 12:25, 4:10 
That* movie time* will begin on Friday 2/12. BOM 
office opens at 4:15 p.m. on Fri. 2/12 and Mon. - 
Trims 2/1S -2/is  Open IM day Saturday and 
Sunday 2/11- 2/14. Open all day Mon 2/IS. Trie 
In bold are lot Fri. 2/13 only.  
ITALIAN 
HERO 
Mussolini? 
NO 
A HUGE 
SANDWICH 
at 
Madison 
III  Clfll  I 
152 N Madison Ave.   623 - 9720 
4% 
A Kentucky.com affiliate 
THE GRAND RAPIDS 
POLICE DEPARTMENT 
is seeking qualified candidates for the position of 
Polite  Recruit/Police Officer     Current starting 
pay is as follows (Note special incentive pay for 
officers with 3 or more years experience): 
Police Officer (3 yrs exper.)      $40,457 
Police Officer $31,002 
Police Recruit $29,878 
• Current max. pay is $49,534 less overtime and holiday pay. 
• All equipment and uniforms are provided. 
e     A generous and competitive benefits package is provided. 
Grand Rapids, located in West Michigan, is the 2"J largest city in 
the slate with a diverse population of approx. 200.000 served by 
387 sworn officers.    Recruiters may be contacted by phone at 
616-456-4208. by e-mail at grptrng^iserv.nct or in person on: 
e     Feb.   16,   1999  between  9  and   II   AM   in  the Career 
Development Center at Eastern Kentucky University, 
e     Feb. 19, 1999 between 1 and 3 PM in the 2°" floor student 
lounge of Hathaway Hall at Kentucky State University. 
Applications and info will be available at those times. AA/EOE. 
See us on-line m www.grpolice.grand-rapids.mi.us 
TOP FILOOIB 
owe II Cafeteria* 
Where The 
Best 
Students on 
Campus 
Meet and 
Eat!!! 
Powell Top Floor is now 
accepting CLUB EAST- 
ERN meal plans for your 
lunch meal!!!   Now, 
you don't have to pay 
out of your own pocket 
to eat great food at Top 
Floor. Just use a meal 
plan! Go to Powell 16 to 
get more answers or call 
622-2179!!! 
Don't break their hearts ~ 
Send Sweets to the Sweet!!! 
Buy them a heart shaped cake or cookie with a 
special Valentine's message!!! 
Individual Cake- $2.50 
Individual Chocolate Chip Cookie- $2.50 
9" Cake- $6.50 
9" Chocolate Chip Cookie $6.00 
Messages to choose from in red & pink 
1.) Happy Valentine's Day 
2.) Be My Valentine 
3.) I Love You 
We make cakes for all occasions! 
Prices valid on orders 
picked up from February 3- 
12th, 1999 
S^toa 
Boater lh'rj 
To order a cake or for 
more info., contact 
Eastern Caterin at 
622-2183 or 622-2512 
GBMJAHgta 
THE CAMPUS MEAL PLAN 
Wanting to sign up for the CLUB EASTERN Meal 
Plan, but think it's too late? Well, you still have 
time. From February 15-21st, CLUB EASTERN 
prices have gone down. You can enjoy any of the 
following plans for the prices listed 
10 meals a week $519.05 
14 meals a week $632.50 
19 meals a week $704.70 
19+ meals a week $797.50 
75 meals a semester $274.30 
150 meals a semester $539.70 
Don 'I forget that now CLUB EASTERN is accepted campus-wide.'.'! 
f t. 
Arts 
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Matthews, Reynolds 
acoustic road show 
to 'Crash' into Brock 
BY PAUL FLETCHER 
Above: Dave 
Matthews (left) and 
Tim Reynolds will 
play Brock Auditorium 
on Wednesday 
Feb. 17. 
Photo submitted 
pave and f\m on the road 
[vie current Dave MaVhews and Tim Reynolds 
■ooustic tour includes several regional 
apifeges besides Eastern. 
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Get warmed 
up for Dave 
WXII, The X, will sponsor 
a "Crash Into Dave Pre-Show 
Party" on Wednesday night 
outside The Big Easy. 
Register between 6 and 7 
p.m. for three third row tick- 
ets to the Dave Matthews and 
Tim Reynolds acoustic con- 
cert to be held later that 
night at Brock Auditorium. 
The drawing for tickets will 
be held at 7 p.m. 
Amy Campbell/Progress 
Arts editor 
It's not often fans can see an 
established star in a small and 
intimate setting like Brock 
Auditorium. 
Next week's acoustic concert 
tour by close friends Dave 
Matthews and Tim Reynolds will 
allow fans to do just that 
"I think the show at Brock will 
be really laid back," said Kevin 
Navratil, a 21-year-old junior from 
Fremont, Neb. "I expect him to 
play off the top of his head with- 
out any set schedule." 
Matthews and Reynolds are 
touring the nation, playing college 
campuses and other small venues. 
Reynolds has appeared as 
guest guitarist on all of the Dave 
Matthews Band's albums and has 
also toured with the band. 
On Jan. 19, Matthews and 
Reynolds released "Live at Luther 
College," a 23-song, two CD set 
containing a performance from 
Decorah, Iowa. 
The concert was recorded on 
Feb. 6, 1996. (Critics have said 
this is Matthews' most consistent- 
ly satisfying album to date.) 
Matthews draws influence 
from many worldwide cultures, 
and, according to the Dave 
Matthews Band Web site, believes 
making music should be about 
bringing people together. 
"It's a good focus," he said. To 
try to bring people together 
rather than separate them." 
Matthews has been "bringing 
people together" since 1991, the 
year he formed the Dave 
Matthews Band. 
Matthews' world flavored 
music has proven to be popular 
with fans around the globe. 
"|I like Dave) because of the 
originality in his music," said Brian 
Hunt, a 26-year-old junior graphics 
design major from Somerset "No 
song he's made has ever been bad." 
Hunt, who has seen one previ- 
ous Matthews performance, is 
also excited about seeing Tim 
Reynolds, who is a critically 
acclaimed guitarist. 
Tim Reynolds is an excellent 
performer," Hunt said. "It's an 
honor to have fourth row seats in 
such a small arena." 
From Richmond, the tour will 
move to the Palace Theater in 
Louisville. 
Dave Matthews 
and Tim Reynolds 
WhSfl: 7:30 p.m. Feb.17 
Where: Brock Auditorium 
Tickets. Sold out 
MOTS: DMB's Web site at 
<www.dmband.com.> 
Gibson seeks his 'Payback' 
in exciting new action film 
is -Payback 
playing at Richmond 
BY TONYA GAMBHEL  
Staff writer 
$70,000 is all he wants — nothing 
more, nothing less — and he will go 
through unbelievable torture to get it. 
Mel Gibson, who plays Porter in the 
new movie "Payback," shows intelligence 
and skill as he struggles to get his life 
back. This dark story is based on the 
novel The Hunter," by Richard Stark. 
Porter is not afraid of anyone. He has 
been beaten and 
shot and doesn't 
care about what 
else happens to 
him. This makes 
him a threat to 
the Outfit a large 
mafia operation in 
New York. 
They can't fig-    - 
ure out why this 
guy is so hard to get rid of and why he 
would risk his life for the $70,000 stolen 
from him. 
Deborah Kara Unger plays Porter's 
wife, Lynn. She recently starred in The 
Game" with Michael Douglas. After she 
dies of a drug addiction supported by the 
Outfit, Porter is even more motivated to 
get revenge. 
Porter's biggest enemy is Val, played 
by Gregg Henry, who recently starred in 
"Star Trek Insurrection" and the upcom- 
ing The Big Brass Ring." 
i currently 
I Mall 
Movies 8. Times are 5:05, 
7:30 and 10:05. 
Val may appear like he has it all, with 
his cocky attitude and slick suits, but he 
is really a sneaky thief trying to move up 
in the criminal world. He mistreats 
women and the members of the Outfit 
don't like him. 
Val has a female companion. Pearl, 
played by Lucy Liu. She is known from 
the hit series "Ally McBeal." 
Pearl's character helps break the ten- 
sion by her compelling desire to beat up 
men.  She definitely can hold her own 
and doesn't hesitate to beat 
up any man who gets in her 
way. 
As a temptress in black 
leather who favors whips 
and fighting like a man, she 
is a tantalizing character. 
Living for danger, she is 
associated with the Chinese 
mob, which is after Porter 
because of a past endeavor. 
Porter is left with only one person he 
can trust after his wife dies. This woman 
is Rosie, an upper-class call girl who has 
an intimate past with Porter.  It is obvi- 
ous she would do anything for him and 
wishes she had tried harder to make 
things work for them in the past 
Rosie is a big help to Porter even 
though she knows it puts her own life in 
danger. Maria Bello, best known for her 
leading role as Dr. Anna Del Amico on 
NBC's "ER," plays Rosie. 
David Paymer plays Stegman, the 
lowly guy who just doesn't have what it 
takes to be in the Outfit He runs a cab 
mafia, deals drugs and gambles. His 
character is funny because all of his 
plans end up in disaster. 
Paymer's most recent hit was "Mighty 
Joe Young," starring Bill Paxton. He has 
also starred in other famous titles such 
as "City Slickers" and its sequel, as well 
as "Mr. Saturday Night," with Billy 
Crystal. 
The head of the Outfit, Bronson, 
played by Kris Kristofferson, can hardly 
imagine Porter a threat until one of the 
top executives is murdered. Bronson 
thought Porter was a joke, but he soon 
learns Porter is a serious threat to the 
Outfit 
Gibson brings comedy to the 
bloody action in "Payback." He seems 
so relaxed, like he is enjoying this 
wild chase to get his money. Porter 
outsmarts the members of the Outfit 
by turning their own tricks against 
them. 
He severs a gas line to a car full of 
men who think he is in the building, but 
he is standing behind the car smoking a 
cigarette, waiting to be seen before he 
blows them to pieces. 
"Payback" offers some great action 
scenes and Gibson plays them well with 
coolness and style. 
In a few places, there were long time 
lapses between action scenes, but overall 
the movie was pretty good. 
Above: Mel 
Gibson stars as 
Porter in 
"Payback." 
Left: Gibson and 
Maria Bello. 
Bello stars as 
Rosie. Bello is 
best known for 
her work in the 
hit NBC series 
"ER." 
Photos submitted 
Richmond Mall 
Richmond, KY 40475 
606-623-3305 
9' py Valen ,. 
Dozen Roses $24.95 wrapped 
Cash & Carry 
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC AUTO REPAIR 
SPECIALIZING IN JAPANESE 
Oil changes, repair oil leaks, heating & cool- 
ing problems, brakes, shocks, 
tune-ups. electrical repair 
BIG LOUS 
SHEAR PERFORMANCE 
127 S. Estill Ave. Richmond, KY   625-1153 
PARADISE 
PETS 
10% off with student ID 
10% off with this ad 
Specializing 
in Fish. LxolK 
Pels   Rcpiilc* 
Southern Hiils Plaza 
946 Commerc.ai Dr 
Picrmonc  KY 40475 
rNtlt to Da.ry Mart) 
16O61 624-5433 
4 
Congratulations AZ Spring 
1999 New Members 
ten €arl 
a Run 
e Vessels 
Con way 
"Individually unique... 
Together complete."        | 
@mtM!®m 
\   \ FLORIDA r 
SPRINC BREAK 
FROM $159 PER WEEK 
SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT 
PANAMA CITY BEACH 
> OUTDOOR HEATED POOLS ■ 1 INDOOR 11 EAT ED POOl 
HUGE BEACH FRONT HOT TUB 
Y RIVER RIDE • SUITES Ul' TO 10 PERSONS 
SAILBOATS •   TIKI BEACH BAR • JET <>KIS • PARASAILS 
HOME OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY' 
FREE DRAFT BEER ALL WEEK LONC-CALL FOR INFO? 
1-800-488-8828 
\\u\vs.iii<l|>i|Ktlv.ii.iin mm    'nilcspcl person 
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Be mine: Couple shares their story on meeting 
$5 OFF 
Your Next 
' Payday Advance 
Some restrictions apply 
'    $100 minimum transecttn 
■ One per «« •»»> coupon or*/. 
Expires 3/11/W 
University Shopping Center 
Near Soc-el Security Olflce 
623-1199 
Don Knight/Progress 
Bryan and Cara meet after he pushed a door into her It was love at 
first sight for the two who were married two years ago 
MsSkto 
This is a little story about how two people met and fell in love. One 
fateful Friday not too long ago, I was standing in the pasta line at 
the Grill with two of my friends and realized that I had forgotten 
my money. To save, myself a little embarrassment. 1 quickly made an 
exit from the line and took off for the campus money machine. I made 
my way out of the line and through the crowd. The next obstacle was 
to get through the doors. In my hurry, I flung open the door, expecting 
to make a run for it, when — BANG — I hit this tremendously beauti- 
ful woman standing on the other side. 
This was one of the more embarrassing situations I have experi- 
enced. Here she was, this innocent person who wanted to come to the 
Grill to eat and socialize. I apologized profusely and made sure that I 
did not maim her or injure her in any way, then made my way to the 
money machine. I returned to the Grill and got back in line, not too far 
behind the victim I had just mowed over with the door. Still being 
embarrassed, I hung my head low and pulled my cap down to try and 
hide myself the best I could so that she and her friends would not see 
me. I explained the situation to my friends and they laughed. 
Later that day, I was innocently sitting in the spot I had seen her sit 
before when out of the blue a girl asked me if I had hit anyone with the 
door recently. After turning several shades of red. I admitted that I was 
the guilty one. I figured I was going to be laughed at or ridiculed until 
she said, "That was my roommate you hit and she wants to meet you." 
I gave her a call later that evening. 
After several days, she called me and we officially met at a basketball 
game. Four months later, on Jury 4. we became engaged at Lake Reba 
as the fireworks show began. This was, and still is, her favorite holiday. 
The following May we were married and have been happy ever since. 
Bryan Makinen is a seniorindustrial risk management major from 
Erie, PA 
Couple meet after 
running right into 
each other, literally 
ItorSltto 
It all began one Friday afternoon when my friends and I decided to 
get something to eat in the Grill. I had my hand on the door, ready 
to go in, when one of my friends pointed out something on the wall. 
We all paused when suddenly the door was pushed open knocking me 
back. 1 was pretty embarrassed to be caught standing in front of the 
door like a moron, but not quite as embarrassed as the door pusher. He 
stuttered an apology, I stood there with my mouth hanging open and my 
friends laughed their heads off. 
Not for long though, because all of a sudden he was a couple of peo- 
ple behind us in line as my loyal friends kept nudging me and whisper- 
ing. You see, by that time I had already told them that I thought he was 
realty cute and wouldn't mind meeting him. 
Luckily for me, I had noticed that he was in a fraternity one of my guy 
friends was pledging that semester. So as soon as we were done eating, 
1 rushed to my dorm and called Mikey. I begged him to find out who it 
was. He said he would see what he could do. I was in my room packing 
when my roommate, Fay, burst in and said "Guess who I just met, the 
guy that hit you with the door!" (That's what we called him for lack of a 
better name.) She said she saw Mikey and he was sitting next to him. 
She proceeded to tap the guy and ask him if he had hit anyone with a 
door that day. The guy got really embarrassed, but confessed to the 
crime. They gave him my phone number. By the time Fay had finished 
the story, I was bouncing up and down with excitement, but I was also 
on my way out the door to go to Cincinnati for the weekend. So we all 
left and when I returned I had a message on my machine that said. "Hey 
Cara, remember me, I'm the guy that hit you with a door." 
I called him back and I guess like they say, the rest is history. Bryan 
and I will be celebrating our second wedding anniversary in May. 
Cara Makinen is a Junior from Richmond. 
NEED  QUICK   CASH> J 
Valentine's Day 
It's right around the corner ond we vc got 
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THE BIG EASY 
must be 18 or older to enter 
Thursday. Feb. 11 th 
Heavy Weather 
Friday, Feb. 12 & 
Saturday, Feb. 13th 
Soupbone 
Best Deal in Town 
S7.00 All you can drink draft Domestic and Wells 
[Tuesday] 
FLIP NIGHT 
Bartender flips a coin - you make the right call - the drink is FREE! 
[Wednesday! 
MARDI GRAS 
S5.00 Cover - Every Drink $1.00 
Colonel fs 
Electric 
Beach 
RESULTS MATTER! 
Be Tan For Spring Break 
Save 20% on lotions 
$3.00 1 Walk-in Visit with Coupon 
Expires 2-20-99 
We Don't Sell 
Bread and Produce! 
We Just Make Great 
Pictures. 
Come in and See the 
Difference. 
^PictureIrerfectlrhoto 
FAST PHOTO LAD AND STUDIO 
Harper Square, Richmond, 625-0077 
We're on the north side of town 
Founded in 1984. 
Richmond's Oldest 
Computer Store 
PC Systems Is few 
Compute Source For: 
Hard Drive* 
Floppy Drive* 
CD-ROM's 
Memory 
Modems 
Tape Drive* 
Motherboards 
Video Cards 
Network  Adapter* 
Software. Cable* 
St More. 
Authorized Dealer For: 
Intel 
LEXMARK. 
. 
■NOVELL 
CREATIVE 
taML   CAM   Let*   iMkl   Maw 
Hew*. LauMrt. K*m *\ N-w* 
PC Systems 
"We Have Seen The Future, And It Works!" 
Local Internet Service Provider http://www.pceysteme.net 
IV.-HMK 
Did you know 
your business 
can have a 
web site on 
the internet 
for as little as 
$29.95/month? 
Call 624-3400 for detai Is. 
-easel Cetera* 400MH. Proem 
with MMXm Tutfceiiliiaj 
'IS" SWA Color MMakar. Ma> 
(1)1* Viiae.li Area) 
•SOB H«d Drive -«MB AGP Video 
•12MB HAM RiDaadable to 15* MB 
•Met Tower or Desktop ( «M 
•internal 56k Votcc/Faa/Modeei 
•IM Keyboard -Mottac * Tot 
■Ceaalee SoundBlaster Ml 121 Audio 
•Internal   set CD-ROM Dnvc 
•Stereo Speakers 
•Software Titles Includsng 
•Microsoft*) Windows ** 
•McArec VtresSeea 
•Creative WaveStutno* 
•Creative Multimedia Deck 
I'Miiin'ii 
•Intel Pentium II etOMfb I 
with MMX Tedasolotv 
•/r-JUCsOli i Mi in   .2*a» 
(ISr VteaveMe Alee) 
•iaOB Herd Dnve -1MB AOP Video 
•*4MB RAM rUceaeablt to 25* MB 
•Mast Tower or Desktop Case 
•laaraal Mt VoKeTWModtsa- 
-IM Keyboard -Mow* A Pad 
•Coatee SoundBlaster PCI 12» Audio 
•latereel Ma CD-ROM Dnve 
■Stereo Speakers 
•Software Titles Includes! 
•Microsoft Window. W 
•McAfee VirssScea 
•Creeeve WaveStudio 
•Creative MuhiaMtaa Deck 
$1,239.    $1,699. 
Why Customers Buy Computers From PC Systems 
Founded in 1984, our company is stable, our products are reliable & our prices are competitive. 
Local technical support 'Fast reliable honest service •Excellent reputation for expert advice 
One business day turnaround on warranty repairs or loaner. 
Free installation on hardware upgrades purchased from PC Systems (S60/hr. value) 
Our computers are custom built & serviced in Richmond. Our computers use standard parts. 
PC Systems of Kentucky is part of a national chain of computer stores. 
90 days interest free financing available (on approved credit). 
AH pnc.. .r. sub,*.» d>.«<.   So What Art You Wuitutg For? Stop By And Check Out The PC Systems Difference! 
| 461 Eastern By-Pass'Shopper's Village'Richmond, KY»(606)624-5000 
\/ I. t ) 
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Activities 
Nicole Johnson, editor The Eastern Progress 
Got a whole 
lotta Schick 
goin' on 
Men and women 
intramural basketball 
teams are razor sharp 
Thursday, February 11.1 
BY NICOLE JOHNSON 
Activities Editor 
March Madness is coming to Eastern. 
The women's and men's intramural basketball 
teams, GAS and the 1st Round Draft Pick, have 
advanced to one of eight teams eligible to play in 
the 1998-99 Schick Super Hoops Regional 
Tournaments. 
They earned this, opportunity by defeating 
dozens of other three-on-three teams during the 
Schick Super Hoops Tournament 
The women's team, GAS, consists of Sarah 
Benbow, 24, Amanda Schroder, 24, and Gretchen 
Newhouse, 25. 
All three women are graduate assistants at 
Eastern, which helped give the team a name. 
GAS stands for both "graduate assistants" and 
"Gretchen, Amanda, and Sarah," the first names 
of all three ladies. 
Newhouse and Schroder are sports adminis- 
tration majors and Benbow is a parks and recre- 
ation administration major. 
The men's team, 1st Round Draft Pick, 
includes Marc McCulley, Michael O'Bryan, 
Mike Wallace and Jay Doleman. 
The men have four players so they are able to 
have to substitute players to have the best team 
possible. 
"We've got a pretty good team. Jay and I are 
the big men and Mike and Marc are the guards. I 
think we play pretty good together," said Michael 
O'Bryan, a 21-year-old secondary education 
junior. 
On Feb. 13 GAS and 1st Round Draft Pick will 
compete at Georgia State University, battling as 
many as 50 other schools to earn regional 
supremacy. 
Schick Super Hoops is the official collegiate 
three-on-three basketball tournament of the NBA 
and   a   part   of   the   National   Intramural 
Recreational Sports Association (NIRSA). 
This year's tournament marks the 15th 
anniversary of the program. 
All the campus champions will be recognized 
in an issue of Sport Magazine and are posted on 
the official Schick Super Hoops website at 
<www.nmgsports.com>. 
Andrew Patterson/Progress 
Amanda Schroder, a member of QAS, goes up for a shot. GAS reigned victorious Thursday 
night and will now advance to the Schick Super Hoops Regional Tournament in Georgia. 
Tear down the 
walls of poverty 
Habitat for Humanity needs volun- 
teers to help demolish an old house 
BY SAM GISH AND NICOLE JOHNSON 
Help the community by tearing 
down an abandoned house. 
Eastern's chapter of Habitat for 
Humanity will demolish a dilapi- 
dated old building on Irvine 
Street to pave the way for a new 
home. 
"I'd love for 
anyone to come 
out and be 
involved," said 
Sarah Blossom, 
president of 
Eastern's 
branch of 
Habitat       for 
Humanity. 
Habitat 
needs volun- 
teers for both 
Saturday and 
Feb. 20 to help 
tear down the 
worn residence. 
Blossom, a 21-year-old occupa- 
tional therapy major, has been 
involved with Habitat since she 
was a freshman. 
Over the last four years, she 
has helped build homes around 
the country, in locations like 
Miami and South Dakota. 
Blossom said the reason she 
decided to get involved with 
Habitat was because of the family 
and Christian principles Habitat 
was founded upon. 
Habitat for Humanity 
International (HFHI) was estab- 
lished in 1976 to help provide 
affordable, decent housing for all 
people. 
HFHI is founded on Christian 
principles and its volunteers help 
build and rehabilitate homes for 
low-income families. 
The families are able to pur- 
chase the homes at no interest 
and no profit. Most repay the 
mortgage in about 20 years. 
Habitat for 
Humanity 
Demolition 
When: 8:45 a.m. Saturday 
Where Meet at the Daniel 
Boone statue If you need a 
ride, or meet everyone at 505 
Irvine St. in Richmond 
Families must commit to a 
minimum of 300 hours of "sweat 
equity" toward their home. 
The mortgage payments go 
toward building homes for other 
families. 
Families are selected for hous- 
es by need, their willingness to 
help and their 
ability to repay 
the loans. 
Businesses and 
individuals from 
around the com- 
munity donate 
all materials and 
volunteers per- 
form a variety of 
tasks from com- 
mittee work to 
building the 
homes. 
Blossom 
believes        in 
Habitat's ability 
to make a difference in the com- 
munity. 
"You can change lives," 
Blossom said. 
Volunteers who need a ride to 
the work site should meet at the 
Daniel Boone statue at 8:45 a.m. 
on Saturday. 
All other volunteers should 
gather at 505 Irvine St. at 9 a.m., 
prepared to have fun. 
The shifts are divided from 9 
a.m. until noon or noon to 4 p.m., 
but volunteers may work through- 
out the day if they wish. 
For sign-up information, call 
Karlyn at 622-2874. Individuals 
and organizations are welcome to 
participate. 
To receive more facts about 
Habitat for Humanity and how to 
get involved, call Blossom at 622- 
4528. 
The next meeting of the cam- 
pus chapter of Habitat for 
Humanity is Feb. 24 at 9 p.m. in 
Greek Gladiators 
•            , 
< > 
-          ,-. . 
- • JL' 
Denise 
Johnson, a Pi 
Beta Phi 
junior 
occupational 
therapy 
major, battles 
Laura 
Newsome, an 
Alpha 
Omicron Pi 
senior 
occupational 
therapy 
major, at 
Saturday's 
Greek 
Games. 
Don Knight 
/Progress 
Summer jobs offered for students 
BY NICOLE JOHNSON __ 
Activities Editor 
If you haven't secured that 
killer summer job yet, plan to be 
in the Keen Johnson Ballroom 
today with resume 
in hand for Camp 
Placement Day. 
Camp 
Placement Day is 
sponsored by the 
department of 
parks and recre- 
ation and is an 
opportunity for 
Eastern students 
to meet potential 
employers from 
15 states. 
Eastern    stu- 
dents can work   for the summer 
at different camps, like 4-H and 
Camp 
Placement Day 
When: 9 a.m. 
Wh«f»: Keen Johnson 
Ballroom 
Attire School clothes 
casual 
Wilderness Camp, with young 
children. 
Students fulfill numerous 
roles, from general camp coun- 
selor to business management. 
Those who pos- 
sess specific skills 
like riding or 
archery can teach. 
Students get free 
room and board 
plus pay. Camps 
generally last for 8- 
10 weeks and 
begin in June. 
Camp 
Placement Day will 
be   held   in   the 
Keen      Johnson 
Ballroom    today 
from 9 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.   For 
more information, call 622-1835 or 
622-8084. 
Reps from 
50 Camps 
Job opportunities are 
available In the following 
states: 
■ Kentucky ■ Ohio 
■ Michigan 
■yrvanla 
■  New York 
Try Our 
16 Piece SUPER SHRIMP DINNER 
D's Biggest Shrimp Meal. The Best Shrimp Deal     $£99 
ForALknHedVmOnftAtParUclprtngCapehjD> Only \J 
SHRIMP & FRIFSD C IIICKI \ & I RIFS 
Bite Size Shrimp,    C ^ 55 
Fries Hush Puppies^ / 
& Cocktail Sauce ■■ 
On* dinnstpfr coupon Not good 
■ with any ottwraxipon or discount 
I ofhrr Expires 2/21/99 10» Bcre« 
I Koad. Richmond. Ky 
I ISH & FRI1 s 
Fish, Fries, 
p Hush Puppies 
& Tartar Sauce 
1
 Or* ittnwr par coupon Not good 
1
 with any othtr coupon or docount 
I offer E»psres 2/11/99 1059 SHM 
Road, Richmond. Ky 
$255 
°**?Fri% $055 Hush Puppies &    T f 
Sweet & Sour Sauce ^™ 
One dinner ptr coupon. Not good 
with any other coupon or discount 
offer F.ptrr* 2/21/99 1059 Bma 
Ro*d. Richmond, Ky 
FISH & CHICKEN 
$159 1-Piece Fish 
& Chicken 
One dinner ptr coupon Not food 
with any other coupon or discount 
ofhn Expires 2/21/99 10S9 Bens 
Road, Richmond. Ky. 
3 
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Remember Valentine's Day 
is on its way. 
Have a big heart and share a 
SUB with the one you love. 
•SUBWflV* 
WE DELIVER 
624-9241 
On the corner of Second and Water Street 
Had MONO 
Recently? 
Sick of being sick? 
This will make you feel better! 
If you've had mono in the 
last 30 days, you could get 
$50 for donating plasma. 
Call 624-9815 
or stop by 
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS 292 South Second St. 
If yon don't get hemp at... 
THE BOTANV BAY 
■ UMp ( OMpANV 
Please, get hemp somewhere. 
PORTER PIAZA 
(Behind Denny's on the Bypass) 
623-HEMP 
http://ww» leyall/v-hemp com ll-7MonS;i 
1 
Sports 
The Eastern Progress ■ WM 
Seven Deadly Sluggers 
Eastern 
begins 
season 
with 
seven 
retuning 
starters 
BY SHANE WALTERS  
Sports editor 
In 30 years of Division I coaching, 
head baseball coach Jim Ward's 
recprd on the field has been one 
of a winner. After the completion 
of the 1998 season, his career 
coaching record stands at 849-630-5. 
Ward is beginning his 31st season as a 
Division I head coach and his 20th year 
at Eastern. 
Ward's Colonels finished the 1998 sea- 
son with a 24-29-1 overall mark and 12-12 
record inside Ohio Valley Conference 
play, which tied Eastern for fifth place in 
the regular season standings. 
Eastern has seven starters back 
from a lineup that batted 326 and stole a 
league-high 112 bases last season. 
Three of those starters earned first- 
team All-OVC accolades last season - 
junior shortstop Jason Sharp, senior 
outfielder Sean Murray and junior 
catcher Joe Smith. 
Southeast Missouri is the unanimous 
choice to win the OVC baseball title in 
1999 according to a vote of the league 
baseball coaches, but Ward's squad was 
picked to finish third behind SEMO and 
Eastern Illinois. 
With 12 lettermen and seven position 
starters returning, there seems to be a 
very mature approach to the season. 
Ward and his staff added 13 new recruits 
to the roster. 
"This signing class is the most talented 
since IVe been at Eastern," Ward said to 
sports information last season. "These 
are the type of players we need to achieve 
our goal of OVC championships." 
9 
Of the 13 newcomers, 
Harrison County stand- 
out Kiley Vaughn and 
Northmont High School 
all-star Kenton Schulze may lead the 
pack early in the season. 
Schulze bailed .429 his senior year 
with three home runs and 26 runs bat- 
ted in for Northmont High, while 
Vaughn was a 1998 pre-season all-state 
choice and honorable mention Ail- 
American by USA Today newspaper. 
"Kenton put together outstanding 
offensive statistics his senior year at 
Northmont and for the Greenville 
American Legion team this past sum- 
mer," Ward said. "He has outstanding 
power potential and should play a signif- 
icant role at Eastern during his career." 
Key returners for Eastern include 
the Colonels' leading hitter last season, 
senior right-fielder Sean Murray, who 
hit .402 last season and Sharp, who hit 
.347 with seven home runs and 35 RBls. 
Also returning for the Colonels is 
senior catcher Joe Smith (.272, 6 HRs. 
31 RBIs), senior third baseman J.D. 
Bussell (.344. 5 HRs. 28 RBIs) and 
junior outfielder Brad Sizemore (.338, 6 
HRs. 40 RBIs). 
Senior right-handed pitcher Eric 
Bess (94. 6.27 ERA) will lead a Colonel 
rotation in the early season that will 
include     junior 
Corey Eagle (4-5, 
6.11 ERA) and last 
year's transfer stand- 
out junior Shane Billau 
(1-1. 11.17 ERA). 
Another new recruit, 
Michael Martini, a freshman 
left-handed pitcher from 
Harrisburg, Pa., may fill a 
void for the 1999 Colonels' 
pitching rotation early. 
"Michael fills a need that 
we have for a left-handed 
pitcher." Ward said. "He has an 
excellent split-finger fastball and is 
expected to make a contribution on 
our pitching staff." 
Eastern opens its 1999 season 
against Purman University in a 
double-header    Saturday    in 
Greenville, S.C. The Colonels will 
face Furman again on Sunday. 
The Colonels will face Mercer Feb. 
19 and Georgia Southern Feb. 20-21 
before facing Wright State Feb. 26 in 
their first home contest at Turkey 
Hughes Field. Eastern will have four 
home games after Wright State. 
Junior second 
baseman 
Adam Basil is 
among the 
Colonels who 
are returning 
for the 1999 
season. Basil 
hit 321 with 
11 homeruns 
and 40 RBIs 
last season for 
the Colonels. 
Photos by Brian 
Simms/Progress 
Hitting that small white ball ain't as easy as it looks 
I; 
Heed coach Jim Ward leans on junior third baseman Jason Sham during 
a contest last season Sharp hit .347 with seven home runs last season. 
' t's fundamental - maybe. It's 
easy, some may say. A simple 
. task, at least to the spectator, 
involving hitting a small white 
ball with a long wooden or metal 
object. Simple, right How hard 
can it be? It's a simple game, that 
game called baseball - or is it? 
Every young lady and gent 
dreams of becoming the next big 
league hitter. Scuffing-up knees 
sliding into third base, getting 
hit, ever so hard, by that white 
ball and practicing that ever so identifi- 
able swing until the sun falls beyond the 
clouds. 
We all are guilty of that dream, but of 
all the basic catch and throw skills 
involved in baseball, there is one that is 
overlooked by so many - hitting. 
SHANE WALTERS 
Xa tOs 
The game of baseball is in its 
prime after Mark McGuire and 
Sammy Sosa's landmark feat of 
breaking the most homerun's in 
a single season. The shear fact 
two men hit 70 homeruns, sent 
shivers down spines across the 
globe. The world is in awe, once 
again, of baseball, thanks to a 
couple of superb individuals, 
who in my mind, are true hitters. 
Many of us underestimate the 
skills it takes to play the game of 
baseball. Sure, we have all 
played the game in some shape or form. 
Whether in our backyards, at a park 
or at the local hitting cage, we all tend to 
think of ourselves as excellent hitters. 
Because, hey, like people say, it's a sim- 
ple game. However, I don't think so. 
Hitting that little 
white ball with 
that over-sized 
stick is a whole 
lot harder than 
one may think. 
Sure, it's simple 
when someone 
eases a throw right over 
the plate, but it ain't easy 
when an experienced pitcher puts 
some pepper on it — it's a challenge. 
Try hitting a 90-mph fastball or a 
slider from the depths of the pitcher's 
revengeful fingers. That's 
not easy folks. The basic skill 
of hitting, if it can even be called 
a basic skill, is an art form. Some say 
a gift. 
See Hit/Page B7 
► Football  
HHood accepts position at Ohio University; team signs 15 
BY SHANE WALTERS     piece like Hood or actual play-        "We needed a kicker, a quar-    School in Louisville. important as a strong arm,    to help out on both the defen- 
Rncula ttrlilnr ers. Eastern's spectacular foot-     terhark that ran run and throw The Colonels hrnutrht in a     thus   "vfnnt.l fl.inrh    lamin     sive and offensive side of the 
Dean Hood 
accepted a 
position as 
defensive 
secondary at 
Ohio 
University. 
Sports editor 
Eastern Kentucky defensive 
coordinator/recruiting coordi- 
nator Dean Hood has accepted a 
position as defensive secondary 
coach at Ohio University of the 
Mid-American Conference. 
"Dean has done a really 
good job here at Eastern and 
we're certainly going to miss 
him," Kidd said. 
Puzzles sometimes lose 
pieces, whether its a major 
piece like Hood or actual play- 
ball puzzle program lost 15 
pieces — 15 pieces coach Roy 
Kidd had to replace. 
Kidd and his staff signed 15 
high school and junior college 
recruits for the upcoming 1999 
season. 
The signees include five 
from Kentucky, three from 
California, two each from 
Georgia and Tennessee and 
one from the states of Illinois, 
Florida and West Virginia. 
" e needed a kicker, a quar- 
t b c t t c t  
and offensive and defensive 
linemen. We had 15 scholar- 
ships to give and wanted to 
give many of them to Kentucky 
players." Kidd said. 
The Colonels staff signed 
four recruits from Kentucky to 
scholarships, led by two defen- 
sive backs. 5-foot-11-inch 175- 
pound Jonathan Jackson from 
Henderson and Williams 
Randle from Eastern High 
School in Louisvil e. 
b o g
little southern comfort with 
two quarterback recruits from 
Georgia and Tennessee. 
Robbie Knight, from 
Murfreesboro and Shedrick 
Wright, from Atlanta, will com- 
pete with junior Walyon 
Chapman and Chad Collins to 
fill the void left by University 
of Nevada at Las Vegas trans- 
fer quarterback Jon Denton. 
A strong leg is just as 
i portant as a strong ar , 
5- oot-10-i c J e 
Flynn's position as the 
Colonels' new punter/kicker 
from Milford Academy in 
Washington, 111. 
Eastern also recruited its 
backbone on offense, the run- 
ning back, with 5-foot-10-inch 
Marvin Smith and Clyde Tyler, 
a 5-foot-11-inch freshman from 
Charleston. W.Va. 
The Colonels also brought 
in recruits from junior colleges 
to help out on both the defen- 
field. 
Tait Afualo, a 6-foot-6-inch 
315-pound offensive lineman 
from Santa Ana, Calif., will con- 
tribute his skills immediately 
to the Colonels' offense. 
On defense, Kidd and his 
staff recruited Kevin Harris, a 
defensive lineman transfer 
from the University of Kansas, 
along with J.J. Johnson and 
Reggie Montgomery, both 
transfers from California. 
► Women's Tennis 
Eastern Invitational 
holds accolades for 
everyone but Eastern 
BY CHRISTINA THOMPSON 
Assistant sports editor 
As the women's spring tennis 
season swung into action last 
weekend at the Eastern Kentucky 
University Invitational, the lady 
Colonels could not overcome 
their inexperience as they lost to 
competitors from the University 
of Louisville, Bowling Green State 
University and Tennessee Tech. 
There was a host of seniors 
on the three other teams, while 
we had four freshman in our start- 
ing lineup." head coach Tom 
Higgins said. 
The invitational was played in a 
round-robin tournament format 
with individual competition in six 
singles spots and three doubles s. 
Eastern was forced to play 
without its lone senior. Ellen 
Smith, who was out of action due 
to an injury. Other team members 
were hampered by the flu. 
•V 
Despite the outcome of the 
tournament, coach Higgins was 
encouraged by the team's deter- 
mination. 
"I was pleased with our effort, 
but not the results." Higgins said. 
"We were just out-experienced." 
The Lady Colonels now begin 
preparing for their next matches. 
The team returns to action Feb. 
19 when it faces Western 
Kentucky and Murray State at 
home. 
Then on Feb. 21. the Lady 
Colonels have two more home 
matches at the Greg Adams 
Tennis Center against Radford 
University and Toledo University. 
"We still have 80 percent of our 
season left, and we will keep 
working." Higgins said. 
The men's tennis team face 
Austin Peay Friday. Radford 
Saturday and Tennessee Tech 
Sunday. 
V 
Andrew Patterson/Progress 
Freshman Susan Ferguson returns the volley from Megan Rhodes of 
Bowling Green State University, Sunday at Greg Adams Tennis Center. 
\ 
WEKY general manager 
joins athletic department 
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT 
Eastern Kentucky University 
director of athletics Jeff Long 
announced that Dan McBride. 
current general manager of 
WEKY radio of Richmond and 
former athletics ticket manager at 
Eastern, has been named 
acting assistant director 
of athletics for administra- 
tion at Eastern. 
McBride, 32, served 
as Eastern's athletics 
ticket manager from 
1992-97 and has been 
WEKY radio's general 
manager since August 
1997. 
"Dan's experience as 
a former athletics depart- 
ment employee And the 
business relationships he 
has built while at WEKY 
radio made him a natural 
choice for this position," 
Long said. 
"He has continued to 
demonstrate his love for this 
institution by staying very 
involved in supporting the athlet- 
ics program. Dan will be 
extremely helpful as we pursue 
Dan McBride 
was named 
acting assis- 
tant director of 
athletics for 
administration 
at Eastern 
some new initiatives in the 
department." 
McBride, a native of 
Richmond and a 1985 graduate 
of Model High School, received 
his bachelor's degree from 
Eastern in 1989 in public rela- 
tions. 
"Having grown up in 
Richmond and gone to 
school on campus for 
more than half my life. 
I look forward to the 
opportunity to contin- 
ue to be associated 
with the university that 
has meant so much to 
me," McBride said. 
This is an exciting 
time for Eastern with 
the dynamic new lead- 
ership   in   place   in 
President Bob Kustra 
and athletics director. 
Jeff Long. Great things 
are ahead for Eastern 
and I'm happy to be a 
part of this new energy and 
focus on athletics," McBride 
said. 
McBride begins his appoint- 
ment at Eastern, Feb. 16. 
K I. 
Shawn Aff lick 
(right) races 
against an Ole 
Miss 
opponent at 
the Rod 
McCravy meet 
Saturday. 
Davina 
McCluney (far 
right) earned 
fourth-place in 
the 60 meters 
with an overall 
time of 7.66. 
Photos by Andrew 
Patterson/Progress 
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Colonels coast at 
Rod McCravy meet 
BY CHRISTINA THOMPSON  
Assistant sports editor 
Eastern Kentucky University's men's 
and women's indoor track teams laced up 
their sneakers and once again headed up 
the interstate to Lexington. There the two 
teams competed in the Rod McCravy 
Memorial Track and Field Meet at the 
University of Kentucky last weekend. 
The two teams were led by Daniel 
Koech who ran to second in the mile run 
with his time of 4:12.77. Koech also fin- 
ished in the top 10 in the 800-meter run. 
Daniel Blochwitz had a strong showing 
in the 800 when he finished in fourth with 
his time of 1:51.39. That time was the num- 
ber two all-time school finish in the event 
Blochwitz was also a member of the 
4x400-meter relay team, which finished 
fifth in 3:16.07. Other members of the relay 
team were JaiDante Burton, Bryan 
Blockson and Shawn Af flick. 
Also achieving top 10 finishes for the 
men's team were Ryan Parrish with his 
sixth place finish in the mile run (4:16.80). 
David Machungo finished fifth in the 3000- 
meter run (8:38.25). 
► Men's Basketball 
Eastern's women's team had an impres- 
sive showing with several competitors 
earning top 10 finishes. 
In the mile run. Hannah Benjamin fin- 
ished fourth in 5:08.00. Heather Davel and 
Jennifer Wheeler finished eighth and ninth, 
respectively. 
Davina McCluney earned fourth in the 
60-meter dash with her time of 7.66. 
McCluney also finished fifth in the 200- 
meter dash in a time of 24.77, which was 
the number four all-time school record in 
that event. 
In the 60-meter hurdles. Kenyatta 
Grigsby finished sixth in 8.73 while Alysia 
Barton finished tenth. 
Eastern had three top 10 finishes in the 
3000-meter run. Sarah Blossom finished 
seventh in 10:05.56. Theresa Olsen fol- 
lowed in eighth, and Jennifer Brown fin- 
ished tenth. 
Amy Bidle came in eighth in the high 
jump with her finish of 5-2 1/4. 
The teams don't compete this weekend 
as the athletes prepare for the Ohio Valley 
Conference indoor track championships. 
The championships will be held Feb. 19-20. 
Governors, Tigers topple Perry's squad 
"^. 
Whitney 
Robinson 
scored 25 
points against 
Tennessee 
State and 17 
against Austin 
Peay. 
BY SHANE WALTERS  
Sports editor 
It's not over until the final buzzer 
sounds. 
The Colonels (3-19, 2-12 Ohio Valley 
Conference) will face Kyle Macy's 
Morehead State Eagles Saturday at 
Morehead, before ending regular sea- 
son play with three straight home con- 
tests beginning Tuesday night. 
The 9-14 Eagles are coming off an 82- 
79 loss to Tennessee State, while 
Eastern is coming off of a two road 
game losing streak against Austin Peay 
andTSU. 
Freshman guard Whitney Robinson, 
who won his third OVC Rookie of the 
Week award for the season last week, 
contributed 25 points during Eastern's 
86-72 loss to the Tennessee State Tigers 
and 17 points in the Colonels 80-64 loss 
to Austin Peay. 
Robinson is leading the team in scor- 
ing, averaging 17 points this year, and 
leads all Colonels with 63 three-pointers 
made on the year. 
"I'm very proud of our guys for not 
quitting," said head coach Scott Perry. 
"TVe had opportunities in both games to 
take leads, but we just weren't hitting 
the basket" 
Jerome Jackson led Austin Peay with 
19 points Saturday, as the Governors 
beat Eastern 8U64 in Clarksville. 
The Colonels led 19-18 early in the 
contest, but Nick Stapleton made a 
layup seconds later to put the 
Governors on top for the remainder of 
the contest. 
The Governors' largest lead was 61- 
37 following two free throws by Kevin 
Easley with 11:12 remaining. 
Darius Acuff led the Colonels in scor- 
ing against Austin Peay with 20 points. 
Acuff is averaging 12.2 points per con- 
test for the season. 
"We need to continue to work hard 
and put something together for these 
last two weeks. We want our players to 
remember these experiences this year 
and learn from them as we build for the 
future together," Perry said. 
The Tigers of TSU clawed the 
Colonels in Nashville last Thursday by 
14 points, giving Eastern its 18th loss of 
the season. 
Jason Johnson scored a career high 
29 points to lead the Tigers to victory 
over Eastern. 
"Jason Johnson was big-time," Perry 
said. "Quite frankly we don't have an 
answer for him when he plays like he 
did." 
Johnson scored 15 of his points dur- 
ing a 23-3 Tennessee Sate run late in the 
contest that put the Tigers up 57-47, and 
ending Eastern's hope at a comeback. 
Counselors And Instructors Wanted 
For 5 One Week Sessions Of Band Camp 
In July & August 
Looking for Music Majors 
Discuss requirements with Education Directors at the 
Camp Placement Day - EKU on Feb. 11, 1999 
from 9 AM - 4 PM 
Lions Camp Crescendo Inc. 
1480 Pine Tavern Road PO Box 607 
Lebanon Junction, KY 40150 
(502)833-3554 or FAX (502)833-4249 
HOT 
NEW 
BULBS 
Happy 
Valentine's 
Day 
Buy your 
sweetheart 
a package 
for " 
Valentine's 
Day 
li'i.il Kixly 
Ijnninf* 
S.llnn 
10 visits for $24.95 
Limited Time Only 
I anning Rates 
1 visit - S4.00 
6 visits -f 18.00 
12 visits -S 35.95 
18 visits - S 44.95 
25 visits - S 55.00 
636 University Shopping Center 
606-624-9351 
All EKU 
students 
get 
$5.00 off 
any 
package 
except 
6&10 
visit 
packages 
Payment 
plans 
are 
available 
► Women's Basketball 
Lady Colonels 
lose to interstate 
OVC road rivals 
BY CHRISTINA THOMPSON 
Assistant sports editor 
Eastern Kentucky's women's 
basketball team has found 
pulling out a victory on the road 
can be difficult, as the team lost 
their two away games last week 
against Austin Peay University 
and Tennessee State University. 
On Saturday, the Lady 
Colonels traveled to Clarksville. 
Tenn. in holies of beating Austin 
Peay for the second time this sea- 
son. However, Austin Peay had 
its revenge as 
it beat Eastern 
74-54. 
Eastern 
shot a dismal 
30 percent 
from the floor 
for the game 
and had only 
one player in 
double fig- 
ures. Austin 
Peay, which 
had the lead for the entire game, 
out-rebounded the Lady 
Colonels 54-39. 
"We played really poorly and 
without much effort," head 
coach Larry Joe Inman said. 
"We didn't take care of the bas- 
ketball and we didn't rebound 
well." 
Freshman Mikki Bond led 
Eastern in scoring with 10 
points while shooting 44 percent 
from the floor. 
Austin Peay had three play- 
ers score in double figures. 
Leading the way was Angelica 
Suffren who recorded a double- 
double with 21 points and 11 
rebounds. 
In earlier action, Eastern 
traveled to Tennessee State 
where the Lady Tigers defeated 
the Lady Colonels 7O60. 
Eastern went into the locker 
room at halftime with a slim 32- 
30 lead, but the Lady Colonels 
couldn't hold on in the end as 
Tenn. State sealed its victory 
with an 11-4 run in the final five 
minutes of the game. 
The Lady Colonels shot only 
30.8 percent for the game and 
hit only one three-point basket 
in the contest. 
"We missed some shots that 
we should have 
Eastern vs. 
Morehead State 
When: 3 p.m., Saturday 
Whore: Morehead 
Radio: 88.9 FM WEKU 
hit," Inman 
said. "That's 
the difference 
right now." 
Leading the 
team was 
sophomore 
Charlotte 
Sizemore, who 
recorded her 
fourth double- 
double of the season with 13 
points and 11 rebounds. Senior 
Jennifer King added 11 points of 
her own, and Bond chipped in 
10. 
With the two losses. 
Eastern's record dropped to 11- 
11 overall and 8-7 in the Ohio 
Valley Conference 
Inman hopes to see the team 
begin to make a turnaround. 
"We've got to snap out of this 
way we've been playing," he 
said. 
The Lady Colonels hope to 
end their three game losing 
streak when they travel to 
Morehead State (4-18, 2-13) 
Saturday when they face the 
Lady Eagles at 3 p.m. 
Basic fundamentals of 
hitting are extremely crucial 
From B6 
Hitting in baseball is a skill 
that keeps growing with the 
player. McGuire started his 
career with the Oakland A's 
before dawning the red and 
white of the St. Louis Cardinals. 
While in Oakland, McGuire was 
a reasonable player, but as time 
passed, his hitting skills 
improved. 
Sure, McGuire gained a few 
pounds and enormous biceps, 
but it's not just a power thing. 
Hitting is something I'm sure 
every coach has stressed as 
much as catching a pop-up. 
Believe it or not, hitting has 
categories. There are hitting 
fundamentals, mental approach 
in hitting, contact hitting, hitting 
opposite, hitting breaking pitch- 
es and hitting for power. 
What? I thought it simply 
involved tossing that white ball 
up in the air and whacking the 
heck out of it with that big oP 
stick. Nope, it's a little harder 
than that. Don't believe me? OK, 
for all of you non-believers in 
the importance of hitting, check 
into Eastern Kentucky 
University's hitting camp this 
week held at Begley Building. 
Eastern's head baseball 
coach Jim Ward and his staff 
will be there conducting, yes my 
friends, a hitting camp. If, in 
your mind, baseball still involves 
hitting a small ball with a big 
stick, don't hesitate to watch an 
Eastern baseball contest this 
season at Turkey Hughes Field. 
Watch a few experienced hit- 
ters on Eastern's squad hit 
homers, scuff-up their knees and 
strike out — only to keep practic- 
ing that fine art form of hitting. 
NEW AT REC0RDSMITH 
COLLECTIVE SOUL 
OUT FEB 23 — EMINEM / SEBADOH / TLC 
%L        WE PAY CASH  FOR *L 
"YOUR USED CDS & TAPES^T 
[TOP VALUE:  CD = $6      TAPE = $3] 
- Since 1978 ■ _ - 
recordsmith 
623-5058 EKU BY-PASS ACROSS FROM PIZZA HUT 
SAVE 
4*S* 
Independent Distributor 356 
Lose Weight & Gain Energy! 
1-888-457-1548 
or (606) 792-1907 
Now Only $39.95 
We accept checks & shipping it free'. 
30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
# 
INSTANT CARE CENTER 
648 University Shopping Center  •  Richmond, KY 40475 
(606) 623 1950 • (606) 623 0619 (tax) 
Walk-In Medical Care Facility 
Services include: 
• Medical Treatment and Minor Injury Care of adults 
and children over two years of age 
• Physicals - School, Sports or Insurance 
• Laboratory and X-ray Services 
Nl I l>l l> 
Located next to Seen 
Eastern ByptM 
Uf*»f»ity Shoppy 
Monday - Saturday 
8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
Cash ' Check • Visa • MasterCard • Insurance 
  We Welcome EKU Students, Staff and Faculty  
Stather's Flower Shop 
630 Big Hill Avenue - Suite 4 
Richmond, KY 40475 
606-624-0198 
Dozen Roses in 
Paper for $24.95 
Dozen Roses in a 
Vase for $34.95 
Large selection of 
stuffed animals 
and 
balloon bouquets. 
i 
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no more splitting 
headaches/ 
Free AT&T Call Organizer" 
Say good-bye to the hassle of splitting phone bills between 
roommates." Plus, enjoy 10^ a minute calls and get 100 
FREE minutes. 
Live off campus? Get FREE AT&T Call Organizer Service. 
Who says breaking up is hard to do. With our free AT&T        fjFW^ 
Call Organizer Service, we divide your monthly bill by 
roommate* So you'll know who made what call when. 
AT&T One Rate* Off Peak*: Now you can stay in touch for 
the low price of ICty a minute, from 7pm-7am weekdays and all 
weekend long. 25^ a minute all other times. And there's no monthly 
fee.' What a relief! You and your roommates will love how AT&T 
makes your life easier 
Sign up now and get 100 FREE minutes.* 
Visit www.att.com/college 
or call I 800 654-0471 and mention offer code 66114. 
It's   all    within    your   reach* AT&T 
"W <*~H ■»>' «0i»- SuO^ll 10 MMf l»*Ub-M.   100 <re» -IUMM o»«- b4^<J on t*<om.n| < nn A!»I RevOKMJ! lo*| Oltance lullome- «>XJ X«ct«lf I". ATAI Oil Rjte- Ptul Pun or AT4T o* Rjie- 
Save big on your next Bar-R-Q meal.' See the other side for our 
YUMMY OFFERS; 
u- 
200 Hwy 770, Corbin 526-0000 •  3580S. Hwy 27, Somerset 678-01! 
US 25 South, (Berea Road), Richmond 624-4499 
Bio Deal 
$4.25' 
Our Large Bar-B-Q Beef, 
Pork or Turkey 
Sandwich on Garlic Bread 
Served with Bar-B-Q Beans 
and a Jumbo Iced Tea 
or Soft Drink. 
Bar-B-Q Lunch Special 
Bus .i Bar-B-Q Beef. Pork, (hi. km <>r Turkey 
Luru h Spe« ul i in* ludea Frem h Fries < oleslaw 
.mil Garlu Bread i a( regulai prti e and get one 
i same pn« e or less i for Free' 
DINING ROOM ONLY 
With ( nupon onh   N.»f fa be mmbinrd with m\ ■pri ul <»i itHiptin  Pleas* present i nupon t<> •*< > 
when ordering <IINKI .it ( nrhm  Richmond .in 
Somerset Snnm i»>nlv 11mil 2 pei coupon 
Bar-B-Q Dinner Plate 
Hu\ .1 RiiH-o Beel  Pork < hu ken oi Rjhs 
Dinnei Plate i Im ludes Frem li Fries ( nleslaw 
and Garlu Bread) at regular pru «? and 
get one i same pru r »i leu t 
DINING ROOM ONLY 
. ; ..   •     I   - r .   \       \ 
■[»•( : , r. «|)[ 
■ 
■ 
I  Up fi 
Bar-B-Q Lunch Special        Bar-B-Q Lunch Special 
Buy .i Bar-B-Q Beef Pork, Chli km or Turkey 
l u ni h Special 11 r>c ludea Frem h Fries < loleiUw 
and (..iilii Bread) ai regulai prti e and gc( one 
i lame pru e or leas) tor Free' 
DINING ROOM ONLY 
With < oupon Only  Nor «> be i nmbined with any other 
lion oupon   Pleaar preaent i nupon I     i 
nrdenng CJood at Corbin Richmond and 
Somerset Sonn> H < >nU  i imii I pel i oupon 
Expm 
L n J \»-t
Bar-B-Q Dinner Plate 
Buy .i Bar-B-Q Berl  Pork  ( hu km or Kibs 
I linnei Plate |lm hull's Frem h Fries ( oleslav 
and <..• r11. Bread) at regular pru e arid 
II   same price or less i i 
DINING ROOM ONLY 
With t nupon »>nl\  Not to hi i umbined with am othei 
■ 
rbin, KII hmond and 
Somerset Sonny » «'"lv   Limit 2 per roupon 
I yii|ii*\ I   t|   |**yw 
Buy i Bar-B-Q Beef  Pork, Chit km or Turkey 
Lunch Spo Lai i im ludea Frem h Fries < oleslaw 
and Garlu Bread] ar regular pru e and get one 
i Slim' pnee <»i less] foi Frei' 
TAKE OUT ONLY 
\\ irii < oupon ' >niv Not i-> be i ommncd «ifh any oth* 
•pei i,il ni i oupon Please preseni i oupon to server 
whenordenng doodaH orbin lucnrnondand 
Somenet Sonn) i < >nh   i unit -' pel ■ nupon 
Expires *   u   \•''••• 
Bar-B-Q Dinner Plate 
Buy .i Bar-B-Q Beef, Pork, < hu km 01 Ribs 
Ihnnrr Plate i liu ludea Frern h Fries < olealaw 
andGarlii Bread)at regulai priceand 
gel one [same pru e "r leas) for itc 
TAKI OUT ONLY 
tmbined with <m\ othei With < oupon Onhj  N 
ilor i oupon  Pli 
ordering (tood at Corbin Rirhmohdand 
nit i per ' oupon .••r Sonny ■ < mlv   11 
11 
Bar-B-Q Dinner Plate 
Buy .i Bar-B-Q Beef, Pork ( hu km or Ribs 
Dinnrr Plate i Irv ludea Frem h Fries Coleslaw 
and Garifa Bread)at regulai priceand 
HIT one (same pru e or less) foi 
TAKE OUT ONLY 
With ( oupon (>nl>  Noi to be ■ ombinrd with i ■pri ul ni. oupon  Please present i oupon I 
when ordering <.■"*! .ir < orbin. Rn nnnnul and 
Someraei Sonny s < mly  Limit J pei i oupon 
Expire* *   I 
Bar-B-Q Beel or Pork, < hit km and Ribs 
Bar-B-Q Beans Frem h Fries I olesl i* 
Garlu Bread, and 4 i< ed Teas <>r Sodas 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT.' 
<th ( oupon Onh, 
»pei ul ni coupon 
when ordering i 
Somerset Sonm s i mh 
Eipirea i   I 
; with,am othei 
•sent' nupon in servei 
thin  Kn hmond 
oupon 
s 
5 
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Cap off your College Spring Break with Rooster! 
If you're Spring Breaking in Cancun, South Padre i?r 
7   c* 
Island, Puerto Vallarta, Mazatlan, Panama City, or 
Daytona Beach, just present the V.I.P. pass at any 
Rooster Spring Break Roost and get a FREE 
Limited-Edition Team Rooster Cap! "Kick Some Tail" 
c             *> with Team Rooster and have the hottest Spring 2          si T^_ Break in history! 
'Must be 18 years or older to participate. (Photo ID required) 
40f 
Getthe^HaffFREE!^ 
dh* 
v< t\& 
Jr az.ay-|d*x ■ 
Zerib   \/aj|ar 
C^c 
IrrfhiiiTifcfvi 
Cap off your College Spring Break with Rooster! 
If you're Spring Breaking in Canciin, South Padre 
Island, Puerto Vallarta, Mazatlan, Panama City, or 
Daytona Beach, just present the V.I.R pass at any 
Rooster Spring Break Roost and get a FREE 
Limited-Edition Team Rooster Cap! "Kick Some Tail" 
with Team Rooster and have the hottest Spring 
Break in history! 
•Must be 18 years or older to participate. (Photo ID required) 
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